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This report· -is a final report for' the period from 1 July 1954 
to 30 June 1955' of ananalyti-cal research project conducted in the Engin-
eering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois, Department of 
Civil Engine'ering, and sponsored' by---the Physical Vulnerability 
Division of the Directorate of Intelligence, USAF,? under Contract-
AF33(6oo)-24994o The results of this i:n.vestigationare surmna:rized in 
the two final reports: the Final Report to 1 July 1954 and the Final 
Report for the period from 1 July 1954 to 30 June 1955 on this projecto 
This investigation is under the general direction of No Mo 
Newmark, Research Professor of Structural Engineering, and under the 
immediate supervision of Nar.cy Bo Brooks, Research Associat8 in Civil 
Engineering 0 The studies described herein were performed by John 
w. Melin, Dolly L~ Marsh, and William Co Schnobrich,? Research Assistants 
in Civil Engineering, and N~~cy Bo Brooks 0 In addition to the regular 
project staff, assistance in this work was given by William Mebes, 
then an undergraduate in the Departm8~t of Civil Engineering, and 
Allan Go Friederich, Assistant Professor of General Engineering. 
Of invaluable aid in the preparation of the many tapas for 
use on the ILLIAC and in the perfo~macce of other clerical requirements 
was the assistance of Mrs. Florence Mo Bauer, Computer Teletype Operatoro 
The authors also wish to acknowledge the cooperation of the 
Digital Computer Laboratory in the performance of the many numerical 
stUdies of the ILLIAC, the digital computer at the University of 
Illinois~ Of particular help was the advise and assistance of John Po 
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DEVELOPMENT OF, ·PR0CEDURES-·FOR··· RAPID COMPUTATION 
OF DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL RESPONSE 
INTRODUCTION 
. Obje·ctivesof Program 
Thispr-ogram IS-"cU!IcrerITed .. primar±l"y--w±th' ·the· b"ehavior of· 
structures, . structural elements, and compl·ic·a;ted assembrs;ge·s· of elements 
subj ected ·'t"o· the····d"yrrami·cr··-forues·-ari'S·ing '"from air· blast or-ground 
shock;, This behavior isme'asuTed-' by defl'ect-inn' or· stress, permanent·· 
defarmati·on, damage, or collap'se c> The general obje'ctrves are: 
1. Development"··Df·-charts or -of rapid ·"rule-of-thumbtt 
·methods for the prediatiDn· ofari tical levels of blast intensity to 
produce severe damage ·or collapse o-f sp·ecific structural types 0 
2. Construction ··o"f·'-cha-rts . or other rapid procedures for 
the rapid determination of the magnitude of· response of speoifio 
structural types to various levels of intensity of blast or shock. 
3. Critioal examination of the aoouracy of prediotions of 
oritical levels of foroe, or of magnitude of response, in terms of the 
uncertainties in values of blast parameters, struotural charaoteristics, 
and material parameters. 
4. Survey of the present state of knowledge relative to 
those items in Objeotive 3 which cause the greatest unoertainty in 
the prediotions, and preparation of plans for further study of these 
items. 




acmrra;t"e'''solliti-on'-of'problems-'af'dynamic reS1JDnse in c'OIDplicated struc-
.. tures using'''hi-gh -speed--au-tomatic digital computers; preparation of 
. basic c-crdes··-for· .. ·impurtan-t·· cl-a;sses of" s-tructures ~"'for- -the det'ermina tion 
of'dynamic response; and where necres'sary,' cal'culation of responses for 
a range-of values' of structural parameters and of blast- ·paramet-ers. 
Heret'Ofore,- parti-cular emphasis has been placed on the computa~ 
tion of data"for-'charts'''of the maximum response andfortabl.es of 
critical levels of 'pre'ssure' forc'erta.in·structural --typ'es ; the development 
of approxi'mat'e "pro-c"e'dures --for" the--prediction -'of critical levels of 
pressure ;!the devel'opment .. of' other' approximatepro-cedures for 
simplification of'load-time relations and resistance-deflection relations, 
the applicat:ton-ofmethods for the analys'is on high speed automatic 
digital computers of various'structures subjected to' blast, and the 
determination of the sensitivity of the response and the critical level 
of pressure to variations in the structural parameters and the blast 
parameters taken one at a time. In future work on this project, a 
survey is to be made of the accuracy with which one can predict the 
response and critical pressure levels for a structure, taking into 
consideration the combined effects of uncertainties in all parameters 
required for a solution. This, together with examples of application 
to specific structures, will enable the target analyst to make more 
direct use of the data currently available. 
Phases of Investigation 




made of the response of simple structural -'sys'temsto blast loads. These 
structure'S' are represent'edby a single-degrre'e-of-freedom"syst'em of one 
mass supp'ortedby a single spring. The resistance characteristics of 
the spring 'and the dynamic'f'"or'ce applied to this replacrement structure 
represent respectively the resistance of the original struc'ture and the 
forces produced by 'the blast wave to which it is subjected. Primary' 
consideration has been' given the development of' c'harts of maximum 
response, ,the tabulation of critical levels of pressure and times of 
maximum response, and the development of-'an approximate procedure for 
the computation of critical pressure levels. In addition, some effort' 
has been directed toward the development of pr-ocedures for the 
simplification of pressure-time functions and force-displacement 
resistance functions tothos-e which are more - c'onventionalo A brief 
investigation has 'been made of the effects of variations in the values 
of the structural parameters and the blast parameters on the magnitudes 
of the maximum response and the level of pressure required to produce 
a given maximum response. 
For structures which cannot be represented by a single degrffi 
of freedom, a number of programs for the digital comput~· have been 
prepared for the computation of the response of several types of 
structures to blast loads. A preliminary study has been made for one 
of these structures, the multi-story building as ~epresented by a 
shear beamJ to determine the feasibility of the development of 
approximate procedures for prediction of critical p~essur8 levels in 





on 'the-assumption "of a mode of 'f'ailure-.for 'the"particular stru'cture 
and the use of' an approximate 'formula to c'ompute- 'the' uri tical pressure 
level 0 This 'approximat-s"formula is similar to'the one developed for 
the single-d·egree:;..of'.;..fre'edom 'sys-teIDo In order to' C'las-stfy" the types of 
failure for·'-the "shear beam, theres'ponsffs of' some specific structures 
to ,blast loads of 'varying 'intensity- and varying duration have been 
computed on the ILLIAC 0 A detailed description of' ' the study is con-
tained in-Appendix Aof":this' report'o' Thi'sstudy-is' ,to be extended to 
include ot-her c'omplex' struc'tur:al types, such as single- story industrial 
type buildings with 'heavy crane bays and one or more side bays 0 
Structural Parameters, 
All of the structural parameters hays been varied beyond 
known limits so that they' would encompass any parameters provided by 
the analyst 0 The replacement pressure pulses are very good general 
replacements of the known pressure pulses. The analyst may use any 
column to floor and column to roof fixity combination to compute the 
resistance of the single-degree-of-freedom systemJ and then use the 
charts to predict the response of a structur~ having the computed 
resistanceo The multi-story shear beam by definition is fixed at all 
joints against rotationo The respons8 of a multi-story structure with-
out fixed joints may be approximated with reasonable accuracy by 




SIMPLE STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 
The Single-Degre"e-of-Freedom" System 
The dynamic response of many structures c"an be represent-ed by 
the response of a replacement stru-ature,. the conventional mass-spring 
systemo When a stru"cture" undergoes deformation as a result" of dynamic 
forces, the configuration the "system as SUIDe s at any instant in time 
may consis"t- of many discrete patterns of deformation" However, one of 
these patterns may dominate the" entire response history" of t'he structure ~ 
while other patterns are present in much smaller magnitude. In such a 
case,. the representation of the response of the original system by that 
of a single-degree-of-freedom system is a good approximationo Although 
the original structure may be very complex to analyze, the computation 
of the response of the mass-spring system is more easily performedo 
When such a replacement is made, the deflection of the mass 
is usually proportional to the deflection of some point on the original 
structure; similarly, the dyr..amic forces to which the mass is subjected 
are related to the actual loads on the particular structure; the resis-
tance to displacement is a measure of the resistance of the actual struc-
ture; and the period of vibration of the replacem8:i.'1t system is related 
to the period of vibration of the structure for small deflections in 
the predominant pattern of deformation" Dampi~g forces and other 
quantities mayor may not be present in the replacement systemo 
The Single story industrial type structure with a heavy,. stiff 






dyanmic forces, is a specific example where such a replacement-may- he 
-made with suf-ficient accuracyo Here~ the response of the original struc-
ture is a- general lateral motion- with- Ii ttle or· no· vertical deflection 
from the position of-- static equilibrium to a posit-ion of rna-xi-mum deflec-
tion. The maximum deflec-tion of the- structure may be so great as to 
cause actual collapse- of the structure; ioeo, at an extreme point of 
deflectian-- the resistance of the columns· may- be less than the moment 
causedby·--the -c-ombine-d -·we-ight of the ro·of system and other vertical 
loads in this ecce~tric position .. 
For a single story structure such as this, the- deflection of 
the mass of the replacement system can be taken 'equal to the deflection 
of the top of the oolumns of the original structure; --the dynamic load 
to which the mass is subjected is assumed to be equal to the net lateral 
force felt by the basic structure; and the resistance of the spring to 
displaoement is equal to the combined resistance of all the COlUrrLl1S, as 
shown in Figo lao The effects of other forces, such as static and tran-
sient vertical loods, and damping forces, may be taken into consideration 
in a slightly more complex single-degree-of-freedom systemJ as shown in 
Figo lb .. 
The discussion hereafter is concerned primarily with the 
characteristics of the replacement structure and the dynamic forces to 
which it is subjected. Some consideration is being given to the 
application of the rBsults described herein to actual structures as a 
part of another project, "Compendium on Air Blast Effects," being 










-Structural Parameters of Mass-Spring System-
In order to reproduce the response of an actual structure with 
a sufficient -degree of accuracy, the- resistance of ·-any replacement struc-
ture to motion should correspond closely with the resistance of the orig-
inal structure in the predominant pattern of deformationo If the 
original structure undergo-es inelastic deformation to any extent (which 
is often the case for systems exposed to air blast- or ground shock), the 
resistanse-function of .the model also must include provisions for in-
el_astic deformationo 
The resistance of a particular structure to deformation usually 
assumes several forms as the system undergoes increasing deflection: 
there is an initial state of elastic resistance to deflection, followed 
by a transitional state wherein some elements yield or otherwide fail, 
and concluded by a state of general yielding in the structure as a wholeo 
If the structure is subjected to forces of sufficient intensity so that 
general yielding occurs, the resistance of the replacement model may be 
chosen such that there is an initial linear elastic resistance followed 
by a second linear inelastic resistance (hereafter referred to as 
bilinear resistance), as shown in Figo 2ao The slope of the inelastic 
portion of the resistance function for the model corresponds to the 
state of general yielding in the original structure, while the slope 
of the elastic portion of the resistance function is selected such 
that the energy absorbed by the model is equal to the energy absorbed 
by the a.ctual structure from the posit'ion of static equilibrium to 




under the respective resisting force displacement functions are equal. 
The Dyield lJ resistanc'e and nyield" deflection of the model are determined 
by- the intersHutton'of the two lines of the resistance function for the 
model. Similarly, the period of vibration of the- model is governed by 
the initial 'slope of the' resistance function -f'or the mod,el. This 
period of vibration may not, or may,. be equal to the period of vi-
bration for the original structure depending on whether or not the mass 
of the model is chosen equa.l to the effective mass of the original struc-
ture. 
For some structural systems the bilinear resistance function 
does not provide a sufficiently accurate representation of the behavior 
of the structure. In this event"s. more complex resistance function 
may be chosen for the replacement model. At present, some of the programs 
for the computer provide for resistance functions which can be described 
by a series of straight lines, ,as shown in Fig~ 2bo With these 
programs, the response of a single-degree-of-freedom system to 
transient loads can be computed on the ILLIACo 
In any resistance function which includes provisions for inelas-
tic deformation, consideration must also be given the phenomena 
associated with decreasing deflection, or unloading,. after yielding has 
occurred. This is handled in the following manner~ 
1) for decreasing deflection, or unloading, after yielding 
occurs, the resistance function follows a path parallel to the original 
linear elastic resistance function from the point of maximum deflection; 












resistancs'function re-traces the path -'of unloading 'until the previous 
maximum'de-fle'ction is reached; there-after, the- resistance function 
follows ths"'pa-thof'the""original, resistance func-t±ono The routines for 
the ILL lAC for computation of ' the resisting'force include these 
provisions for unloading and reloading after yielding occurs in the 
spring. 
In most of the numerichl studies conducted on this program, 
the bilinear resistance function has been used for the basic investi-
gation. However, cOIlsideration is given other more complex resistance 
functions in several phases of study. 
In referring to the bilinear resistance- function of Fig. 2a,. 
the nomenclature used is as follows: 
x= displacement of the mass. 
q(x) = resistance of the spring to a displacement x. 
x = "yield1t displacement of the spring at the point y 
where the resistance function ch~nges slopes. 
"yieldfl resistance of the spring at the point 
where the resistance function changes slopes. 
qy is sometimes called q. 
~ = initial, elastic slope of resista.."1.ce function 
(q = ~x ). y y 
k2 = sscond, inelastic slope of resistance function. 
k = k2/~ = relative slope of inelastic portion of 
resistance functiono 




IJ. = x Ix = ductility ·:factor f'or spring~ 
m y 
10 
x- = "aollapse Jf displacement of mass at th.e point· where 
c 
q( x) = 0 for x I- 0 and f'or k2 negative. 
IJ.c = Jlcollapse" ductility' factor for spring. llc = 1-~/k2 
for k2 negative. 
Blast Parameters for Mass-Spring System 
The forces to whi.ch a structure is subjected, as a result of 
a pressure wave due to a. blast, are affected by many fa:ctors.. Some of 
these factors are directly dependent on the weapon itself, the position 
of the structure rela.tive to the blast, and the medium through which 
the pressure wave travels 0 In addition, the physical characteristics 
of the structure itself influence the forces to which the structure 
response; for example, the shape of the structural elements exposed to 
the pressure wave, the overall shape of the structure, and the early 
failure of frangible walls and other elements influence the magnitude 
.and duration of the applied forces" 
For certain classes of structures, however, the resulting 
force-time function can be more or less standardized without serious 
error in the response history of the structure 0 Minor variations in 
the shape of the applied force function can be taken into consideration 
in choosing a simplar force-time relation. 
Some of the simplified applied force functior~, which have 
been considered in the various studies on this program) are shown in 







starts at zero force at time zero, rises linearly to some maximum force 
Pm at time t l , and decays linearly to zero force at time t d ,. after 
which the force remains equal to zeroo A specia.l case of this particular 
applied force function is the initial peak triangular pulse, which 
rises instantaneously to the peak force p • 
, m 
The effects of a precursor, or other variations in the 
initial phase of'the"forcefunctian'can be represented by the pulse 
shown in Fig. Sb. Here the pressur'e begins at a constant value Pl 
which lasts' for a duration t l , then rises to a peak value Pm at time t 2 , 
and afterwards decays linearly to zero'force at time'tdo 
Very sharp peaks in the original force fUnction which last 
only a short time can be represented by impulses, which result- in in-
stantaneous changes' 'in the velocity of the structure.' For instance, 
the pulse shown in Fig. 3c could be used to represent either of the 
pulses shown in Figs. 3e and 3fo For th~ sha~p peak of. Fig. 38, the 
impulse I would be positive (resulting in a positive change in the 
velocity of the mass) and would be equal in magnitude to the shaded 
area in Figa 3e. Similarly, the impulse representing the shaded area 
in Fig. 3f would be negativeo 
A more general forcing function is shown in Fig. 3do Ba-
sically, this pressure function is the general triangular pulse of 
Fig. 3a with the addition of two impulses, I occurring at zero time 
o 
and 11 at time t l . For pulses which have long rise times, this for-
cing function represents the true force function more closely than the 






forcing'-:func'tion-of Fig. 3d can be used to" represent rather severe 
variations in 'the 'true-pressure functiono 
In the' fi-rst- -year of this investigation, use was made of the 
pulses shown'in Figs. 3a; and 3b for the'study-'of the 'response of t-he 
s ingle..;.d'egree-of~freedOID system' wi t'h bilinear' resistance to' blast 
loads. Rather'''extensive' data; for" this study- was reported in the Final 
Report to 1 july'1954 on this proJect 0 During the 'past year, more 
attention has been directefd' toward the pulses of Figs'o 3c and 3d 0 It 
is felt that'''these-'more"C'om:plex'''force'fun'C"tions represent a wider range 
of applied force' functions likely' to' 'occur in practice. The various 
studies to which these pulses apply are described hereafter in more 
detailo 
The nomenclature used in referring to the pulses of Figs. 3c 
and 3d is as follows: 
t = time 0 
p(t) - pressure at time to 
td = total duration of applied forceo 
tl = rise time of applied force; also, time of second 
impulse in Figo 3do 
p = peak force (at zero time for Figo 3C j at time 
m 
I = initial impulse for Figo 3co 
I initial impulse for Figo 3d. 
o 




Equation of"Motion for Mass-Sprirrg'Sys-tem 
In·the descripttonof the mass-spring-·system. 'there remains to 
statethe'governing' equation of motion. For-transient response problems 
where the system is in some position of static equilibrium -when the 
dyna.mic force is applied, initial conditions describing the original 
state' of'" the' s-tructure . also must be provided. 
For the single-degree-of-freedom system shown in Fig. la, the 
governing equation of motion is: 
Mx + q ( x) = p ( t ) 
where M is the magnitude of the mass of the system, x is the acceleration 
of the mass, q(x) is the resisting force of the spring, and p(t) is the 
applied force at time t. The initial conditions of displacement x and 
velocity i must be provided. Also, if the applied "f'orce function 
includes impulses, equations of the form ~x. = I_1M for t = t. are 
l l l 
required. 
As described previously, the effects of other forces, such 
as static and transient vertical loads, and damping forces, may be 
included in the analysis. For the more complex mass-spring system 
shown in Fig. Ib, the governing equation of motion is: 
Mx + cx + q(x) = p(t) + ~ v(t) + ~ w (2) 
where, in addition to the nomenclature above, c is the coefficient of 
damping, v(t) is the vertical transient load, w is the static vertical 
load, and h is the height of the center of gravity of the structure 
above the base. The remarks concerning the irtitial conditions and 











In "the determination "of the maximum response and the critical 
levels of" pressure for" either system," "the method of" solution"" of Eqs. 1 
and 2 which has" been used most frequently-is one of numerical integra-
tiona A number of programs for the ILLIAC have been prepared and were 
used for the computation"" of" the maximum response of the" system- or for 
the computat"ion of the magnitude of lateral force "required to" produce 
a specified maximum response. Brief descriptions of some of these pro-
grams appear in previous reports on this project. 
To reduce the number of parameters involved in the solution, 
Eqs. 1 and 2 are rewritten in dimensionless form in terms of the follow-
ing dimensionless quantities: 
x/x = dimensionless deflection, or the ratio of the true y 
deflection to the "yield lf deflection of the spring. 
tiT - dimensionless time, or the ratio of time to the 
period of vibration of the mass-spring system for 
elastic deformation. T"= 2n(M/~)1/2. 
p/qy' v/qy ' w/qy = dimensionless applied forces, or the ratio of the 
applied force to the If yield" resistance of the spring. 
I/q T = dimensionless impulse, or the ratio of the impulse y 
x /h y 
to the "yield ll resistance of the spring times the 
period of vibration. 
dimensionless " yield U displacement, or the ratio of 
the "yield" displacement to the height of the cen-










~ti:/x' = dimensionless ve-locity;r or the' ratio---of-' the velocity y 
times the time interval used for numerical integra.-
tion-to the ltyield1t-displacement 'ofthe'springo 
( At )2i/x = dimensionless acceleration;r or the ratio of the y 
acceleration multiplied by the square of the time 
interval to the nyield" displacement of the spring. 
c A. tiM = dimensionless damping factor. 
q/q - dimensionless re:sisting', force in the spring, or y -
the ratio of the' resisting 'force 'to the "yield" 
resistance of thes:pring. 
Eq. 1 in dimensionless form appears as follows: 
and Eq. 2 is restated in the form: 
t:t) (~:x) (4) 
In the computation of the maximum response or the critical pressure 
level, Eqs. 3 and 4 are used with the results appearing in dimension-
less form. This form has a particular advantage: the response of a 
wide range of structures can be investigated with fe'wer computations 




ranges of parameters. 
Maximum Response· of Mass-Spring. System 
One phase of this investigation is concerned with the prepar-
ation of charts for the rapid determination of the maximum· response of 
structural systems to blast loads. To date 7 a large number of such 
charts have been prepared from data. computed on the ILLIAC •. For the 
-
most part, these graphs give the maximum response of a single-degree~ 
of-freedom system with bilinear resistance to motion7 to several types 
of pressure functions. Other resistance functions have been considered 
to a lesser degree. 
A number of these graphs were presented in the Final Report 
to 1 July 1954 on this project.. The data in these charts are for the 
applied force functions shown in Figs. 38 and3b.· 
Since that time, consideration has been given to the response 
of the system to other types of pressure functions; ih particular, to 
the pressure functions shown in Figs~3c and 3d. Charts of the maximum 
response of mass-spring system with bilinear resistance to deformation 
are presented in Figs. 4 through 8 for the pulse of Fig. 3c, and in Figs. 
9 through 13 for the pulse of Figo 3d.. The absolute value of the 
maximum deflection, x Ix , is given in terms of the blast parameters 
m y 
and the structural parameters. The solid curves indicate a positive 
value for the maximum deflection, while the dashed curves represent a 
negative value. In a particular chart, the maximum response x Ix is 
m y 




impulseso Eac"hchart represents one value af peak pressure p /q and 
m y 
one value of k2\. 
For both pressure functions' the ranges in the common parameters 
a.nd responses are as f"Ollows: 
1 ..(. xm/xy ~ 50 (or J.l c for k2 negative); 
- o. 04 ~ k2 1kJ. ~ 0 .. 10;. 
0.15 ~ td/T ~ 100; 
a ~ p Iq ~ 10. 
m y 
The initial impulse I/qT for the force function of Fig. 3c ranges in y 
magnitude from ~l.O to +1.0. The two impulses 10 and II for the force 
funDtion of Fig. 3d are considered to be equal. For the purpose of com-
paris on, the values selected for 10 and II are one half the values used 
for the initial impulse I in the initial peak triangular pulse of Fig. 
3c. The rise time tIlT for the pulse of Figu 3d was chosen to be one 
half. In the preparation of further charts, rise times longer than 0.5 
times the period will be used. 
The curves for the value of ze.ro impUlse 'Were taken from pre-
vious computations, since the pressure function reduces to one which 
was used for the charts presented in the Final Report to,l July 1954 on 
this project. Therefore, it was necessary to compute only the data 
for the impulses different from zero. 
To perform this numerical study, additional programming for 
the computer was required in order to provide for the impulses and the 





Damage-" Pressure' Level fOI: 7 the.Mass;";'Spring-· System' 
In 's; study of the effects of blast loads on structural systems,. 
there are two' importan-t- cla.sses or problems. One is the de"termination 
of the response of a particular' structure to a particular pressure 
f'unction or to -a' series of pressure functions-o The second of these 
problems is -the determina.tion of the pressure, or range' of- 'pressures, 
required to produce a given response, or maximum' deflection, ins;' particu-
lar structure. The solution tb the first problem is a measure of the 
sensitivity of the structure to. blast loads, -while the solution of the 
second problem determines the' siz'e' of' weapon required and the distance 
of the structure from the point of detona.tion. 
In the pre~eding section of this report:the maximum response 
of the mass-spring system to blast loads wa.s discussedo The method 
used to determine the maximum deflection was one of numerical integration 
of the governing equation of motion on the digita.l computer 0 However, 
the solution for the level of pressure required to produce a given 
maximum response (hereafter referred to as damage pressure level or 
critical pressure level) is not obtained in such a straightforward 
manner 0 In the paragraphs which follow, descriptions of t~o methods 
for the computation of damage pressure' levels are presentedo One of 
these methods is suitable for use on high speed digital computers, 
while the other procedure employs an approximate formula for evaluation 
with a slide rule or a desk calculatoro 
With the use of high speed. digital computing equipment, it is 




readily by" other "means. The dete-rminatian o~- "thedama:ge-" pre"ssure 
level is certainly "8," problem so complex tha:t-orre would not attempt "an 
analytical-solution,. except for" special" cases. Here the" quantity 
sought is the magnitude of a parameter" in the governing differential 
equation of motion which will yield a specified maximum value to the 
solution. 
One method of approach is to compute the maximum deflection 
of the system for a series of trial values of pressure 0 Then,. using 
"an interpolation procedure:1 the damage pressure level for a given 
deflection is computed.. The accuracy of the solution is dependent on 
several factors; amoung these are the number of trial values of pressure 
used in interpolation and the sensitivity of the maximum deflection to 
small changes in the magnitud-e of the pressure 0 
A second, similar technique is outlined as follows: 
(1) Two levels of pressure are selected such that the maximum 
deflection of the system is lower than the desired value for one level 
of pressure, and higher tha...'l'J. the desired value for another level of 
pressureo The maximum response of the system to each of these pressure 
levels is then computed using the numerical integration tecIh""1ique 
mentioned previously 0 
(2) A linear interpolation formula is used to compute a 
new trial value of pressureo The maximum response of the system to this 
pressure level is computed. If this value of the maximum response 
agrees with the desired value, then the corresponding pressure level 




(3) If, however, this value' of "tII8ximum re'sponse . Ie)" lower or 
higher than 'the desired 'va;lu-e,:"'ths'two 'value's'ofpressure be·tween 'which 
the solution lies and the corresponding'maximum defleations"-are" used 
for the linear int'e-rpolation of Step 20 Steps 2 a.nd 3 are then repea.ted 
until a solution is found. 
It is this second scheme, basically an it.erati ve technique, 
which has been used in the programs for computation of damage pressure 
levels On the ILLIAC'~ 
With these programs for' the computation of d'amage" pressure 
levels for the singl·e~degree.;..of.;..freedom system with bilinear resistance, 
a numerical study similar ,to the one for maximum response is being' con-
ducted. The' objectives of 'this study- are to det'ermine the damage 
pressure level of a series of structures for ranges in bla.st parameters 
and structural parameters, to ascertain the effects of varia.tions in 
the blast and structural parameters on the damage pres'Sure level, and 
to determine the accuracy of the approximate procedure, described 
belOW, for estimation of damage pressure levelso 
The first objective of this study is partially satisfied. 
Values of damage pressure levels have been determined completely for 
maximum deflections of ten a.nd thirty times the ltyield ll deflection of 
the spring. These data appear in Tables la through 25a of this 
reporto Tables la through 5a contain damage pressure levels for the 
initial peak triangular pulse with initial impulse of Fig. 3c; Tables 
6a through 25a contain damage pressure levelS {or the more general 





corresponding- times of 'maximum deflecrtion are given .. 
The ranges in'the parameters k2/kJ..' td/T, I/qyT, Io/qyT, and 
;./qyT are identical to those used in the maximum're-sponse investigation. 
For the pulse of Fig., 3d, however, rise times tl/T of magnitudes 0.5, 
100, 105,. and 200 have been consideredo At present-oomputations are 
being carried on for other values of the ductility factor x Ix .. 
m y 
With the oompleted tables, an, investigation of the sensitivity 
of the damage' pressure level to variations" in the magnitude' of the para-
meters will be conduct'ed o Preliminary studies indicate that' the effeot 
of ohanges in the rise time on the damage pressure level will be of 
particular interest. 
In the Final Report to 1 July 1954 an approximate procedure 
for computation of damage pressure levels was presentedo The 
prooedure was applioable to a single-degree-of-freedom system with 
bilinear resistance to motion subjeoted to the pulse shown in Fig~ 3co 
SubsequentlY, this procedure has been modified and extended to inolude 
other resistanoe funotionso Limitations on the applioation of the 
original prooedure have also been developed. The extensions of this 
procedure with the limitations of its applioation are summarized in 
Table 26. The parameters used in the approximate formulas are defined 
in Table 27. 
The approximate formulas are of the form: 





deflection for impulsive '-type loads (or loads of very short dura.tion), 
and p" is the peak force required to produc'e a given maximum deflection 
m 
of loads of infinite duration. The factor- (1+00 7T/td ) was empirically' 
ch'-!sen such that the formula is correct for the limi ting--values of the 
duration of load, td = 0 and td = 00 , and such that the formula is 
accurate for intermediate values of tdo 
In the application of these formulas two' basic distinctions ' 
are madeo First, the resistance function q(x) is defined as stable or 
unstable 0 The distinction between a stable and unstable resistance 
function is made on the basis of the average resisting for'ce q as a 
a 
function of the maximum displacement x 0 
m 
This average resisting force 
is defined by the following relation: 
(6 ) 
If q always inc~eases, or approaches a constant value, with increasing 
a 
x , the system is considered to have stable resistanceo On the other 
ill 
hand, if q ever decreases in value fo~ increasing x J the system is 
a ill 
considered to have unstable resistanceo For example, the bilinear 
resistance function is stable if the second, inelastic slope k2 is 
positive or is equal to zero, while the bilinear resistance function 
is unstable if k2 is negative~ 
Secondly, for unstable resistance functions, the maximum 
value P6 of P~ and the maximum deflection ~ associated with Pt have 
certain significanceo From the principle of conservation of energy, 
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the external energy applied to any system must be greater than, or 
equal to, the" internal energy stored by the systeroo In terms of the 
systeID under consideration, this means that"" the force pH required to ID 
23 
produce a given deflection x must increase, or-become constant, with 
m 
increasing deflection. In general, the second term p' e of" the approximate 
m 
formula is dependent on q /q and x for increasing x and "for constant 
a y m m 
initial impulse I, as shown in Table 270 For unstabl"e resistance 
functions, it is quite possible for p~, after a certain maximum deflection 
Xo' to decrease with increasing x 0 
m 
In this case, the peak value Pt 
of pl.f must be used irl the approximate formula for values of x larger 
ill m 
than x't. This limiting deflection x'! is determined as follows: 
dp'Y 
d [qa - (2;r) 2/2XmQy] x'{ = x for ---E! = 0 = dx x 0 (7) m dx y 
m m 
The correspondin.g value qt of qa is determined by replacing xm by XI 
in Eq. 6. The If collapse" "value x oJ or IJ. , for maximum displacement c 
is equal to that value of x, greater than zero.$' for which q{x) = O. 
In Formulas 1 through 47 7, and 809 of Table 26 the period T 
of vibration for small deflections is required. For linear resistance 
functions, T = 2rt(M/~)1/2, where ~ is the elastic slope of the resis-
tance function~ The slope at x = 0 must be used for non-linear res is-
tance functions. 
Formulas 5 and 6 requi~e the use of a pseuoo period T', where 
T' = 2~(M x /q )1/2, For this case J the yield resistance qy is ill y 




The applied force function is -the initial peak triangular 
pulse I for"Formulasl "through 6. Formulas 7 -and 8 are . applicable to 
an ini tisl peak "tria.ngular " pulse with an initial impuIse Io The 
quantity B in the latter two formulas is definBd as follows: 
B = 2:rrI/q T y (8 ) 
The formulas are applicabl"e for both positive and negative values of 
I/q T greate-r than -1/21lo y 
With the approximate formulas given in ~ables 26 and 27, one 
can estimate the peak pre'ssure required to produce a given maximum 
defleotion quite rapidlYoThe approximate f'ormulas were derived ina 
straightforward mannero A detailed disoussion oft-his derivation ap-
pears in the Final Report to 1 July 1954 on this proj"ecto The first 
term in the formulas represents the damage pressure level for" loads 
which are impulsive in nature; that is, for loads which have a total 
duration td less thaJl about 003To The numerator of the second term 
represents the damage pressure level for loads which last indefinitelyo 
Using the charts from the maximum response study, an empirioal combina-
tion of these two damage pressure levels was developed by N~ M. Newmark 
for loads of intermediate durationo 
These approximate formulas have been ohecked against results 
obtained from oomputations performed on the ILLIACo Rather extensive 
investigation of the accuracy of the approximate procedure has been 
conduoted for structures with billinear resistaEoeo The procedures 
have been spot-checked for other types of resistanceo For "the most 
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part,. this procedure gives results within 5 per cent or less in -the 
peak·pressure p /q 0 The maximum error detected was of the order of 
m y 
eight per cent in p /q 0 
m y 
Time of Maximum Response of Mass-Spring System 
25 
In the numerical studies of the maximum response and damage 
pressure levels for the mass-s·pring sys"tem, the time of maximum response 
is also computed by· the programs for the ILLIAGo As mentioned previously, 
the data for the time of maximum response, associated with the numerical 
study of damage pressure levels, are presented in Tables Ib through 25bo 
In general, these numerical values for time of maximum response are 
fairly accurateo For the bilinear resistance function with negative 
second slope k2 )' however, the results presented therein can be 
considered accurate only for order of magnitude" In spite of this 
inaccuracy, qualitative analysis of the results is permissable, since 
the major trends in the variation of the time of maximum response due 
to variations in the p~rameters are correctly represented. 
In connection with the development of approximate procedures 
for the estimation of damage pressure levels, an effort has been made 
to develop an approximate procedure for the computation of the time 
of maximum responseo The results of early attempts along these lines 
were described in a paper by No Mo Newmark, nAn Engineering Approach 
to Blast Resistant Design,Jt presented at the ASCE convention in 
October, 19530 Recently, effort has been reneWed to develop a more 
accurate approximate procedure, but this investigation has not 




General .A;gpliedForc.e Functions 
In order to apply the results presented herein to systems 
subjecte'd to more complex applied force functions, it is' necessary to 
replace the complex"forue fUIlctionby One of the simplified applied 
force functions, which will give equivalent"resul-ts~' The' basic re-
quirement'in making this substitution is that the maximum deflection 
of the system be the same for both pressure fun~tionso In general, 
it is also desirable to maintain the same time of maximum deflectiono 
These conditions, together with other considerations, have led to 
several similar approximate procedures for this replacement of one 
forcing function by another with the same subsequent maximum responseo 
The first of these procedures requires that the maximum 
pressure and the total impulse from zero time to the time of maximum 
response are maintained in the simple,. replac'eme:nt force functiono 
This procedure is quite accurate for force functions which are of 
short duration in comparison to the period of vibration of the systemo 
In the second procedur8~ the maximum pressure and the moment 
of the area under the force-time function, taken about the time of 
maximum response, from zero time to the time of maximum deflection 
are maintained in the replacement force functiono This procedure 
gives good results for pressure functions of longer durationo 
The third procedure requires that the total impulse and 
the moment of the impulse, taken about either the origin or the time 
of maximum response, from zero time to the time of maximum response 




gives fairly--good results f'or th8'IDOre' 'errat'ic applied forc"s func-tions; 
in pa.rticular,. for forcing functions -wi-th long rise times 0 
At presant, an investigatiOr1" 'is' being conductHd to" 'determine 
the rela-tive accuracy and the range of application of"eaeh of these 
approximate procedures 0 In general,r the replac'ament fo.rce function 
selected should resemble the original applied forc'e function in shape 0 
For instanc'e, if the original applied fore'e funcii'ionrises slowly' from 
zero force to some' peak forc'8,. the' replacement function should heve a. 
rise time of the same ord'er of magnitude 0 
Sensitivity of Maximum Response and Damage Pressure Level·to Changes 
In Parameters 
An analytical study of the effects of variations in 
parameters on both the maximum response and damage pressure level of 
the mass-spring system was completed during the first year of work on 
this projecto The description of the methods employed and the results 
of the investigation are summarized in the Final Report to 1 July 1954. 
The mass-spring system used in this study ha.s elasto-plastic resistance 
to motion (bilinear resistance with k2 = 0) 0 Both the initial peak 
triangular pulse and a step pulse of finite duration were used for 
the applied force functions 0 The sensitivity of the maximum response 
and of the damage pressure level to a small change in anyone of the 
parameters was determined 0 
The parameters considered in the study of the maximum 




vibration, the "yield" resistance of the· spring, and the·· elastic 
stiffness of the spring;. --·rt was det-ermined that, for certain conditions, 
the maximum response was--extremelysensi ti'Ve ·to-·"cha:rrges in the peak 
pressure and was nearly-as sensitive to' changes in the· "yield" resistance 
of the spring'~ A change- in the" elastic stiffness of -th'e spring, 
however, had little influenoe ,on the maximum deflection. 
For the study of the sensitivity of the damage-' pressure 
level, the, -influence of a change in each of the following paramet-ers 
'Was determined: the duration of load, the maximum deflection, the 
~yieldlt resistance of the spring, the period of vibration, and the 
elastic stiffness of the springo The results of this study showed 
that the peak pressure is not nearly so sensitive to, variations in the 
parameters as the maximum responseo 
With the data computed for the charts of maximum response 
a.nd for the tables of damage pressure levels; the effects of changes 
in the rise time of the load and other irregularities in the applied 
force function ara being investigatedo Only preliminary results are 
available at the present timBo 
In the future, an effort will be made to determine the 
combined effects of variations in all parameters on the maximum 
response and on the damage pressure levelo It is planned to survey 
the present state of knowledge concerning the .accuracy with which one 
can estimate the physical characteristics of a structure and the 
forces to which it is subjectedo With this ir~ormation and results 
mentioned above, it will be possible to establish bounds on the 
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accuracy· of maximum response predictions and peak pressure 





COMPLEX STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 
Multi-Story Building 
The response of multi-story buildings to blast type loads is 
far more complex to determine than that of simpler structural systems. 
However, in many cases, the multi-story structure can be adequately 
represented by a system of masses connected by weightless springs 0 Such 
a replacement structure is often referred to as a shea.r beam. 
To date, the responses of a series of such structures to 
blast-type forces of varying intensity and duration have been computed 
on the ILLIACo The numerical results are being used to determine 
the feasibility of the development of an approximate procedure, similar 
to the one for the single mass-spring system, for the prediction of 
the damage pressure levels of complex structu~es~ A more detailed 
description of this investigation is contained in Appendix A of this 
report~ Damage curves for each of the structursG studie0 arQ als0 
presented in that section" 
The results of this preliminary investigation demonstrate 
that it is possible to develop such approximate procedures for the 
multi-story building~ It is felt that similar techniques can be 
employed for other complex structural systems. 
Single Story Structures with One or More Side Bays 
Structures other than the multi-story building can be repre-
sented by a series of masses connected by weightless springs; For 
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example, the two stru'Ctures shown in Figo 14, single;...story bents 
with sid-e bays; -when subjected to lateral, transient loads" behave in 
a manner similar to the replacement systems of masses "and springs to 
the right in Fig. 14. The primary motion of the original structure is 
in the lateral direction;. The resistance of the structure" to this 
lateral motion can be represented by""the resistance o:f-the" springs 
in the replacement system; the lateral deflection of the floor levels 
is equival-ent to the lateral motion of the masseso 
At present programs for the ILLIAG a.re available for computa-
tion of the transient response of each of the mass-spring systems of 
Fig~ 14. The resistance of each spring is bilinear in nature. Each 
of the masses may be subjected to a lateral load as required. It is 
planned to use these programs for a study of the mode of failure of 
several typical structures. The application of the approximate 
procedure for computation of critical pressure levels to this type 
of structure will also be investigatede 
other Complex Structures 
It is anticipated that the response of other complex struc-
tural systems to blast loads will be studied during the course of this 
investigation. Programs for the computer for computation of the 
response will be prepared for importa~t classes of structureso With 
the use of these programs, it will be possible to determine modes of 




Subsequent- simplificat±on- of' each of thHse 'struc'tural systems will 
, result in rul,es for compuUrti"on of"critica.l pressure lev'els ina manner 








During the previous year, many investigations have been ex-
tended, and other studies have been undertakeno The development of 
new procedures for machine computation has resulted in the ability to 
numerically determine the solution to a fairly complex problemo The 
preparation of other basic codes for the computer has provided the 
.ftools" for the extension ·of the study of the maximum response of 
simple structures and the initiation of major effort in the shear 
beam analysis 0 
Charts for the maximum response of the single-degree-of-
freedom system have been prepared for more complex force functions 0 
An allied investigation has yield tables of damage pressure level for 
the same applied force functiono With this data an extension of the 
variation of parameters study, previously reported, is being under-
taken. 
T~e approximate procedure for computation of damage pressure 
levels has been extended to include resistance functions other than the 
bilinear resistance function. In conjunction with this, an effort is 
being made to develop .an accurate procedure for the determination of 
the time of maximum response. AlsoJ approximate procedures for the 
replacement of one applied force function by another with the same 
subsequent maximum response have been developed. The accuracy of e8ch 
of these approximate procedures is currently under investigationo 
Studies of the response of certain complex structural 
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systems -are being-· conducted 0 Ass·ociated--wi th ·the development of 
approxima.te procedures for· computation of criticra.l· pressure levels· for· 
simple structures, a simila.r investigation· is being undertaken for 
the more complex structural syst·ems. 
In the future it is planned to review the data available as 
a result of the\Ta.riousnumerical studies performed on this, and 






The nomenclature used in the main text of·this report' for 
the single-degree-of..:freedom system- is' summarized below. All nomen-
clature used in Appendix A is the discussion of the shear beam study 
is summarized at the end of the Appendix A. 
~ 
Dimensional Quantity 
x = displacement of IDass of single-degree-
of -freedom system. 
q(x) = resistance of spring to displaceIDent xo 
x = "'yield tr displacemen.t of spring at the y 
point where the resistance function 





qy = nyieldlf,resistance of the spring at'the 
point where the resistance function changes 
slope. 
~ = initial, elastic slope of resistance 
fUnctioTIo 
k2 = second, inelastic slope of resistance 
function. 
x = maximum displacement of mass. 
m 
x "collapse" displacement of mass at the 
c 
point where q(x) = 0 for x ~ 0 and for k2 
negative. 
t = time. 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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At = time interval used for numerical 
intergration. 
p(t) = pressure at time to 
td = total duration of applied force. 
tl = rise time of.- applied force; also, time 
of second impulse in Figo 3do 
p = peak force; damage pressure level; 
m 
critical pressure levelo 
I, Io' II = impulses for applied forces of Figs. 3c 
and 3d. 
M = magnitude of masso 
x = velocity of masso 
AX. = change in velocity due to impulse T at l -i 
time t.. A X . = I. /M for t = t. 0 
l l l l 
.. 
x acceleration of mass .. 
c = coefficient of dampingo 
h = height of centroid of mass. 
v(t) = vertical transient pressure at time to 
w = vertical static load. 
T = period of vibration for small deflections. 









At AX. /x 
l Y 
c b.t/M 
x /h y 
v(t)/q y 
w/q y 
Tt = pseudo period of vibration for resistance 









pI = peak pressure required to produce a 
m 
given maximum deflection x for loads of 
m 
shori durationo 
pIT = peak pressure required to produce a given 
m 
maximum deflection x for loads of infinite 
m 
dura.tion. 
pH - maximum'value of pH,. limiting value of ptt 0 t- m' m 
q' = average resisting force from zero to 
a 
maximum deflectiono See Eqo 6~ 
qt = limiting value of qa for unsta.ble 
resistance for x = x~o m 
Xt = deflection at which pH is a maximum. m 
A = dimensionless quantity in approximate 
formula for p /q., For bilinear resistance 
m Y2 
A = 2\-1-1 + k(\-1-l) See Table 26. 
B = dimensionless quantity in approximate 
formula for p /q 0 B = 2rtI/q T., See Table 
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-009714 005666 101347 101796 1.1695 1 .. 0553 0 .. 6549 1.2470 105219 1.5534 105598 104963 
~O.9605 005547 100858 1.1210 101057 009896 006343 101860 104158 104313 104370 103698 
~O09564. 0,,5441 1.01t89 100767 1.0583 009427 0.6180 1.1413 1.3368 103509 103468 102802 
~O09523 0 .. 5399 100305 100541 100341 009202 006107 1.1197 1.2911 103075 103019 1,,2369 
-009510 005385 100240 10046)+ J.o0269 069129 0.6084 1.1126 102838 1 .. 2930 1.2870 102228 
~Oc9499 005373 100190 100402 100206 009071 006065 101070 102731 102813 102750 1.2115 
-0094.87 Oc5360 1.0129 1 0 03~8 __ !:~~1: ___ 0 09002 0.6043 1.1002 102602 102672 1.2588 101964 
-
Table 2bo 'rime of Maximum Response,5 t.JT;t for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Figo 3c 
_k = Oo029~ = 10. k = O .. 02 J .1-1 = 30 
1.0 005 001 0 ~Ool ~O05 100 005 001 0 -001 -005 
0064 o~69 0073 0078 0074 0078 1~o4 1006 1008 1008 1~09 loll 
0060 0071 0·19 0085 O~82 0088 1006 loll 1014 1.15 1.16 1020 
0·55 0074 0085 0092 0090 ' 0098 1008 1016 1021 1022 1024 1.28 
0·52 0080 1.00 1008 1006 1015 1013 1026 1035 1037 1039 1044 
0050 0086 1026 1042 1036 1047 1023 1·52 1072 1075 1078 1084 
O~50 0088 1049 1.,77 1062 1070 i~28 1·73 2011 2017 . 2.20 2024 
0050 0089 1.60 1097 1075 1080 . 1029 1.82 2.30 2038 2.41 2043 
0049 0090 1072 2021 1088 1.88 1030 1090 2·50 2059 2062 2 .. 60 
0050 0?90 1084 2·52 2000 1096 1032 1096 2.68 2e80 2.82 2,,76 
0050 0090 1092 2078 2008 2000 1032 2 .. 00 2080 2094 2.96 2084 
0 .. 50 0,,92 1094· 2090 2012 2000 1032 2002 2086 2098 3000 2088 
0050 0092 1096 3002 2014 2D02 10)2 2004 2088 3002 3.04 2~90 
0050 0092 2000 3024 2018 2004 1032 2004 2094 ~~08 __ ~olO 2094 
























k :::; Ool~ I.l :; 10 
r/qT 1.0 005 001 
002 ~108537 304931 705881 
004 -100590 109348 4.0862 
006 ~Oo8514 104629 209786 
1 .. 0 -007385 101653 201949 
200 -0.6748 0~9962 107237 
400 -0.6464 009251 105209 
600 =006375 0·9031 104574 
10 -006305 008861 104078 
20 -0.6294 008719 103712 
11.0 =0 u 6269 0.8659 103531 
60 <~Oo6260 0.8638 103471 
.100 -006254 008622 1034:23 
info =006245 008600 103359 
I j '1: j' ; Hr.I!' ! r~I,' f"; ,»t '~!i~1 if" I.~ ""'"",lhfIJIIIII,lfl"i' 'Ir:w~. ~~"I,'t. • ..i~ 
Level / for Triangular Pul ith Impul f FigQ :3 
-
0 ~Ocl -0.05 
805708 905334 13:.1569. 
405663 500128 603658 
3.2900 305590 401255 
203703 204948 2·5971 
108124 108477 1·7155 
105729 l05758 103886 
104982 104922 102953 
104400 104.279 102263 
103970 103810 101769 
103758 103580 101533 
103688 1.3504 1014·56 
103632 1.3443 101395 
103557 103361 101313 
---~-
k ::: Ool, I.l = 30 
1.0 0.5 001 0 -0.1 -005 
903643 1404704 18.4808 1904684 20.4479 2402816 
409648 706061 906276 1001113 1005834 12.3219 
305733 504014 607583 700723 7·3714 8.3690 
206196 308062 406184 4.,7923 409483 503195 
2.1054 . 208966 303389 304152 )04725 304923 
1·9019 205335 208234 208613 2.8815 208095 
108406 204240 206678 206943 207045 206121 
107936 203401 205486 205667 205697 204646 
107582 202790 204621 204744 204723 203600 
1.7416 202492, 204199 204293 204249 203094 
1.7361 202393 204060 204145 204094 2,..2927 
107318 202315 203950 204026 203970 2.2795 






Table 3bo Time of Maximum Response~ "tjTJ for Triangular Pulse with . Impulses of Figo 3c m Z 
--I k ::: 001, I.l ::.; 10 
r/qT 1.0 0·5 001 0 ~Ool ~O05 
002 0053 0057 0060 0061 0062 0065 
004 0051 0060 0067 0068 0069 0075 
0~6 0049 0064 0073 0075 0077- 0084 
leO 0048 0069 0086 0.89 0.,92 1000 
2.0 0047 0073 1001 1007 1.11 1022 
400 Ou47 0075 loll 1019 1023 1033 
600 0.47 0076 1016 1024 1028 1037 
10 0047 0116 1019 1028 1032 1.40 
20 004·6 0076 1022 1032 1036 1042 
4·0 0046 0076 1024 1034- 1038 1044 
60 0046 0078 1024 1034- 1038 1044 
100 0046 0078 1024 103~· 10,8 1044 
info OoL}·6 0078 10.26 1036 1040 1044 
---
k = 001, I.l = 30 
l·q O 005 001 0 
0071 0073 0074 0074 
0074 0078 0080 0081 
0078 0083 0087 008'., 
0085 0094 . 1001 1.01 
0092 1008 1020 1023 
0095 1016 1033 1.36 
0096 1019 1037 1041 
0097 1021 1.41 104,5 
0098 1022 1044 1048 
0098 1024 1046 1050 
0098 1024 1046 1052 
0098 1024 1046 1052 
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Table 4,a, 0 Damage Pressure Level» Pn/~.9 for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig 0 3c 
~ 
k ~ ~Oo02J ~ ~ 10 k = -0002.9 ~ = 30 
-
.-
100 005 001 0 ~Ool -005 100 0.5 0.1 0 -0.1 -005 
=306690 107539 508947 608790 708362 1103782 0.354.6 505855 906526 1006398 11.6104 15.3160 
=200619 009710 )01863 306714 401130 503012 0.1888 2.9671 500774 505655 6,,0285 705494 
~105858 00'7213 203133 206343 208999 304594 0.1340 201015 305710 308943 4,,1860 409036 
=103590 0.5449 106542 108458 109693 2.1531 0.0910 104194 203862 205796 207328 3.0031 
~·l .2100 0.4479 1,,2295 103305 103576 103432 000612 009339 1 .. 5370 106367 106866 1.7169 
=101556 004092 100442 101066 100992 100413 000515 0.7277 101588 102155 1.2203 101833 
=101388 003974 0.9839 100341 100185 009545 000489 0.6672 1.0463, ,1'.09091.0836 100360 
-1.1257 003884 009349 009753 009545 008893 000470 0.6206 '009620 0.9853 0·9824 0·9299 
-101198 Oa3799 008961 Oa9291 0.9056 008416 0.0442 0.5853 0·9037 009342 0.9134 0.8579 
-1.1152 0.3767 008752 009040 0.8797 0.8180 000436 0.5685 008768 0·9048 0.8813 008256 
-.1.1136 0·3757 0.8677 0.8951 0.8707 OoBI01 0.0434 0.5630: 0.8684 0.8953 0.8714 0.8153 
-101124 0.3749 008614· 0.8879 008632 00803(3 000432 0.5589 0.8616 0.8879 0.8634 0.8072 
-101108 0·3739 0.8526 008781 008528 0.7951 000430 0'-5536 0.8525 0.8793 0.8538 007974 
----
----- ---- - ---_ .. _--- ---------~ 
------ --- ~ --- .-~-- .. ------------
Table 4bo Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3c 
m 
k = -0002, ~ = 10 k = -0.02, ~ = 30 
1,,0 005 001 0 -001 -005 100 0·5 001 0 -0.1 -005 
0.74 0079 0083 0084 0.85 0.89 1073 1077 1·79 1·79 1.80 1083 
0069 0.81 0,,89 0091 0·93 1.00 1074 1080 1085 1.87 1.88 1092 
0061 0.84 0096 0.98 1001 1009 1.74 1.85 1·92 1·93 1·95 2001 
0055 0·90 loll 1.14 1017 1.27 1·75 1.94 2007 2·09 2.11 2.18 
0052 0·96 1047 1~54 1057 1.67 1077 2026 2·51 2054 2057 2.62 
0052 1000 1088 2001 2002 2008 l079 3·02 3064 ·3069 3070 3·70 
0051 1001 2015 2.33 2031 2030 1080 3.60 4071 4080 4·79 4072 
0051 1002 2·53 2080 2·70 2·57 1080 4058 6079 4,,80* 6085 6062 
0050 1.02 3.16 3066 3034 2090 1080 6084 11·92 7026* 11.84* 11034* 
0,,50 1.02 4002 4098 4022 3020 1080 11054* 11092<* 12.86* 11.84* i1034* 
0050 1002 4074 5094, 4094 3034 1080 11 054* 11·92* 12086-* 11.84* 11034* 
0050 1.02 6010 9006 6030 3050 1.80 11054* 11.92* '12086* 11084* 11.34* 
0050 1002 6.10* 9.06<)(- 6.30* 3084 1080 11054* 11092* 12.86* 11084* 11034* 
~-~ --- ------ ----~---- -~--- ---~--- ---- -- ----
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Level I for Triangular Pul °th Imnul f Figo :3 
---
k = -00047 ~ ~ 10 
005 Oul 0 -0.1 ~0·5 
104179 505702 6.5538 705107 11.0314-
0·7865 3.0169 3·5029 3·9425 5.0842 
0.5834 201929 2·5153 2·7788 3.3382 
0.4362 105663 1.7607 1.8822 2.0826 
0.3543 1.1543 102590 1.2830 102962 
0.3221 0.9750 100415 lc0300 0·9997 
0.3124 009170 009719 0·9512 009142 
0~3050 0.8703 0·9164 0.8896 008497 
0.2978 008345 008751 0.811-39 0.8032 
0.2952 ·0.8171 008552 0.8217 007798 
002943 008114 908488 008143 0·7722 
0.2936 0.8069 0.8437 0.8087 0.7662 
0.29~~8 008099 008368 0.8019 0.7583 ------.------.----~-
k = -0004, ~ = 30 
100 005 0.1 0 -0.1 
-0·5 
-2.0232 3.2918 703932 803789 9.3434 12.9667 
-1.0938 107751 3·9343 4.4220 4.8754 6.2402 
-0.7862 1.2748 2.8007 3.1242 3.4049 4.0291 
-0.5435 0.8805 1·9131 201083 2.2495 2.4883 
-0.3709 005978 1.2821 1.38?7 1.4247 1.4565 
-0·3102 004728 1.0055 1.0702 1.0637 1.0398 
-002957 0.4374 0·9275 0·9811 ,0.9627 0·9292 
-0.2852 0.4122 0.8723 0·9180 0.8917 0.8531 
-0.2797 0.3939 008346 0.8751 0.8440 0.8034 
-0.~762 0.3859 0.8171 0.8552 0.8217 0.7798 
-0.2751 Oc3833: 0.8114 008488 0.8144 0·7722 
-0.2742 003813 0.8069 0.8437 0.8087 0.7662 






Table 5bo Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3c 
. m . m 
k = -00047 ~ = 10 
; 
r/qT 100 0·5 0.1 0 -001 ' -0·5 
002 0081 0.87 0091 0·91 0~93 0097 
004 0075 0.88 0·97 0·99 1.01 1008 
006 0.66 0·90 1004 1.06 1.08 1.18 
1.0 0.58 0·96 1.19 1022 1025 1036 
2.0 0053 1004 1.61 1068 1071 . 1.80 
400 0053 1.08 2.20 2034 20}4 .... 2038 
600 0052 1·09 2067 2087 2082 2078 
10 0052 1.10 3049 3079 3065 3044 
20 0052 1010 5046 6.1~· 5064· 4,,92 
40 0·52 1012 7014* 6014* 9.64 7096 
60 0052 1012 8010* 7020* 1004.8 8026* 
100 0052 1012 8040* 7020*- 10.48* 8026* 
info 0·52 1012 8040* 7·20* 10048* 8.26* 
* 'rhe eorrect value ifJ larger than this quant.i ty 0 
k = -0.04, ~ = 30 
1.0 . 005 0.1 0 -0.1 
3·13 ·3017 3·21 3.21 3.22 
3.11 :?~20 3027 3.28 3·30 
3009 .3.24 3~33 3·35 3.37 
3·02 3032 3.48 3.45 3.54 
2.57 3062 3096 4 .. 00 4002 ' 
1.83 4.74 5028 5033 5·33 
1.76 6030 6090 5·73* 6.92 
le73 8.20* 9092 5073* 8056 
1070 8.80* 9092* 6014* 9020 
1070 8.56* 10032* 9030* 9.64 
1068 8056* 100321(- 9.3~ 10048 
1068 10012* 10032* 9.30tE- 10.48* 
1068 10012* 10·32* 903'0* 10.48* 
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'Table 6a. Daill9.ge PI'eB~:lU'e Level~ ,Pn/<ly.l> for Triangular Pu:lse "\'rith Impulses of 'Ftgo 3d 
-
k = 0, ~ ~ lOj tIlT =. 005 k = 0, ~ = 30~ tIlT = Oc5 
Io/ClT=Il/qT 0·5 0.25 Oc05 0 ~O.O5 -0025 0·5 0025 0005 0 -0.05 -0.25 
td/T 0·5 -0.1304 1.9495 3·1503 3.3136 3~4420 3.9086 2".02'72 400213 5·2929 5·5179 5.7116 6,,2893 0.6 -001153 1·7158 207420 2.8668 2.9607 3.3412 1.7521 304722 4~5461 407245 408741 503309 
1.0 -0.0881 1.2496 1.9154 1·9671 2eOO03 2.2240 1.1806 2.3231 '2.9868 300727 3·1373 3.3737 
200 -000803 0·9928 104004 104137 104205 1.5454 0.8101 1.5254 1.8917 109192 1.9363 2.0473 
4.0 -0.0783 0·9043 1.1963 1.1997 102012 1.2832 0.6943 102140 104362 1.4442 1.4483 1.5106 
6 .. 0 -000777 0.8779 101305 1.1320 1.1326 101998 0.6644 1,,1241 1 .. 3006 1$3045 1.3063 1.3546 
10 -0.0774 008575 1.0762 100767 1.0768 1.1296 0.6429 100540 101924 1.1940 1.1947 1.2314 




40 -0.0796 008;44 100078 1.0078 1.0078 1.0376 0.6198 009718 1.0581 1.0582 1.0582 
60 -0.0795 0.8319 0.9989 009989 009989 1.0251 0.6174 0.9619 1.0400 1.0401 100401 
100 -000795 0.8299 0·9913 0·9913 0.9913 1.0140 0.6156 0.9536 100241 1.0241 1.0241 
inf -0,0795 008272 0.9798 0.9798 Oo9r(98 1.0124 006131 0.9419 009973 0·9973 009973 
Table 6b. 'rime of Maximum Response, tm/T, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of ]'ig .. 3d 
k = 0, ~ = 10j tIlT = 005 k = 0, ~ = 30 j t1/T = 005 
I 01 qT=I1I qT 0.5 0025 0.05 0 -0005 ' -0025 005 0025 0005 0 -0005 
td/T 005 1000 1005 1,06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1054 1.57 1.58 1.58 1.58 006 0·99 1007 1.10 1010 1010 1010 1055 1060 1.61 1.61 1062 
1.0 0.98 1.18 1025 1.25 1026 '1028 1062 1072 1.76 1·77 1077 
200 0·97 1044 1.66 1.67 1067 1,,73 1~83 2008 2018 2.19 2.19 
4.0 0097 1064 2011 2012 2 .. 12 2~28 2.03 2.68 2.96 2·97 2.98 
600 0·97 1·73 2 .. 38 2.38 2·39 2061 2010 3001 3.46 3.47 3.47 
10 0<>97 1082 2·72 2·72 2·73 3007 2.16 3042 4.13 4013 4014 
20 0096 1090 3020 3·20 3·20 ;·72 2.20 3.94 5·12 5·12 5.14 
40 0096 1094 3.66 3066 3.66 4046 2024 4038 6024 6.24 6.24 
60 0096 1096 3090 3090 3e90 4090 2024 4060 6096 61196 6·96 
100 0.96 1098 4'020 4.20 4020 5,,48 2024 4084 7090 7·90 7·90 
im 0096 2000 4094 4094 4094 5 .. 48* 2026 5028 12032 12032 12032 
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1 I f ngu.i ul 
--
k = 0.02, ~ = 10, tllT = 005 k = O.02j,~ = 30, tl/T = 0~5, 
Io/qT=I1/qT 005 0.25 0005 0 -0.05 -0.25 005 0025 0 .. 05 
° 
:-,0005 -0.25 
td/T 0·5 0.0644 2.0930 3.2772 3.4430 3.5743 4.0383 207704 4.7108 5.9724 6.2051 6'.4086 7.'0255 
0.6 0.0569 1.8400 2.8505 2.9779 ,.0747 3.4525 2.,906 4.0590 5.1224 5.3081 5.4667 5.9392 
1.0 0.0438 1.3403 1.9910 2.0452 2.0807 2.2986 1.6109 2.7048 3.3547 3.4464 3.5176 3.7582 
2.0 0.0397 1.0768 1.4702 1.4859 1.4942 106092 1.1428 1.8068 2.1490 2.1807 2.2015 2.3047 
4.0 0.0387 0.9870 1.2672 1.2723 1.2747 1.3451 1.0037 ,1.4841 1.6835 1.6950 1.7016 107516 
6.0 0.0385 0.9606 1.2026 1.2055 1.2067 1.2617 0,,9671 1.3922 1.5468 1.5537 1.5574 1.5920 
10 0.0383 0.9402 101502 1.1517 1.1523 1.1938 0.9405 1.,22, 1.4406 1.4446 1.4466 1.4690 
20 0.0355 0.9250 1.1092 101099 1.1101 1.1392 0.9210 1~2711 1.3610 1.3632 1.3642 1.3769; 
40 0 .. 0355 0.9176 100876 1.0880 1.0880 101096 0.9121 1.2458 1.3206 1.3220 1.3227 1.3302 
60 0.0355 0~9152 1.0801 1.0804 1.0804 1.0992 009092 1.2373 1.3069 1.3081 1.3087 1.3145 
100 000354 0.9133 1 .. 0739 1.0742 1.0742 100906 0.9069 1.2306 1.2958 1.2969 1.2974 1.3017 
inf 0.0354 0.9107 ,1.0654 1.0656 100656 1.0785 0.9039 102215 ,1.2808 1.2816 1.2820 1.2843 
-
Table 7b. Time of M9.ximum Response, tJT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig.. 3d 
k = 0.02, ~ = 10, t1/T = 0·5 :k = 0.02, ~ = 30, tIlT = 0.5 
Io/qT=Il/qT005 0 .. 25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 005 0.25 " 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 
td/T 005 0·95 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1·33 1·35 1.36 1.,6 1.,6 1,,36 006 0095 1,,02 1.05 1.05 1005 1.05 1.34 ' 1.38 1.39 1.40 1.40 1.40 
1.0 0.96 1.1, 1.20 1.21 1021 1.23 1.42 1·50 1.54 1.55 1,,55 1.56 
2.0 0.96 1037 1058 1·58 1059 1 .. 65 1.62 1.84 1.94 1.95 1096 1,,98 
4.0 0096 1·53 1.;93 1.94 1094 2.07 1.77 2.21 2.45 2.46 2.47 2.54 
6.0 0.96 1·59 2.11 2.12 2.12 2.31 1.81 2.38 2.69 2·71 2.72 2081 
10 0.96 1.65 2.32 2.,2 2033 2058 1.85' 2.54 2.95 2.96 2·97 3·09 
20 0096 1.70 2.54 2.54 ,2054 2.88 1088 2.68 ,.20 3022 '022 3038 
40 0.96 1.72 2·70 2070 2070 '012 1090 2076 ,.,6 3.,8 3038 3.56 
60 0·96 1074 2076 2076 2.76 '022 1,,90 2080 3042 ,.44 3.44 3.62 
100 0096 1074 2082 2082 2082 ,.,0 1090 2082 3.46 3.48 ,.48 3.68 
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Table Sa. Damage Pressure Level, Pm/~, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
k = 0.1, ~ = 10, tl/T == 0.5 k = 001, ~ == 30, tIlT = 0.5 
Io/qT=I1/qT 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0 .. 05 -0.25 
td/T 0·5 0.8091 2.6426 307538 3·9237 4.0617 4.5128 5.2463 6.9999 8.1944 8.4350 8.6527 9.3497 
0.6 0.7154 2.3173 302609 3.3936 3.4978 3.8626 4.5243 6.0195 7.0214 7.2160 7.3893 7.9247 
1.0 0.5646 1.7032 2.2935 2.3549 2 .. 3975 2.5968 3.1136 4.0534 4.6453 4.7465 4.B310 5.0848 
2.0 0.5220 1.4236 1.7728 1.7965 1.8uo 1·9011 2.4410 2.9824 3.2704 3.3116 3.3434 3.4427 
4.0 0·5102 1.3298· 1.5802 1·5923 1·5991 1.6448 2.2415 2.6364 208065 208276 2.8432 2.8888 
6.0 0·5070 1.3026 1·5217 105309 1·5358 1.5677 2.1868 2·5393 2.6747 2.6906 2.7021 2·7330 
10 0.5046 1.2820 1.4764 1.4835 1.4872 1.5080 2.1464 2.4668 2.5762 2.5883 2.5970 2.6173 
20 0·5009 1.2670 1.4432 1.4487 1.4516 1.4641 2.1177 2.4153 2.5058 2.5154 2.5222 2.5349 
40 0·5001 1.2597 1.4267 1.4315 1.4341 1.4425 2.1038 2.3902 2.4718 2.4802 2.4860 2.4952 
60 0.4998 1.2573 1.4212 1.4259 1.4282 104353 2·0993 2.3821 2.4606 204685 2.4742 2.4821 
100 0.4996 1.2555 1.4168 1.4213 1.4235 1.4295 2.0957 2.3756 2.4517 2.4593 2.4646 2 o 471B 
inf 0.4993 1.2530 1.4109 1.4152 1.4173 1.421B 200910 2.3669 204398 2.4470 2.4520 2.4579 
Table 8bo Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
m 
k = 0.1, ~ = 10, t1/T == 0.5 k == o.~~ == 30, t1/T == 0.5 
-
Io/qT=I1/qT 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 
. __ .. _ .. 
td/T 0·5 0.B4 0.88 0.89 0 .. 89 0089 0 .. 89 0·99 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 006 0.85 0·90 0·92 0·93 0~93 0093 1 .. 02 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.06 
100 0.89 1.02 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.10 1.11 1.17 1.19 . 1.20 1.20 1.21 
200 0·91 1018 1·33 1.34 1035 1.40 1.27 1.39 1.47 1048 1.48 1·51 
400 0·91 1.26 1050 1·51 1.52 1060 1.34 1·52 1.64 1.65 1.66 1.69 
6.0 0·92 1029 1.56 1.57 1.58 1067 1.36 1057 1.69 1·71 1·72 1.76 
10 0·92 1·31 1.62 1.63 1064 1074 1.38 1.60 1.74 1·76 1·77 1.81 
20 0·92 1034 1.66 1.68 1.68 1.80 1.40 1.62 1.78 1080 1.80 1.86 
40 0092 1.34 1068 1.70 1072 1.84 1.40 1.64 1.Bo 1.82 1.82 1.88 
60 0092 1.34 1070 1·72 1e72 1.84 1.40 1.64 1080 1.82 1084 1.B8 
100 0·92 1.34 1070 1·72 1·72 1086 1.40 1.64 1.80 1.82 1084 1.88 
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Table 9a. Damage Pressure Level, Pm/~J for Triangular P\llse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
,,' oc1 
k = -0.02, ~ = 10, tIlT = 0.5 k = -0.02,.~ = 30, tIlT = 0·5 
-
0.5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 .~:!' -0 .. 05 -0.25 
0.3304 1.8028 3.0193 3.1794 3.3042 3·7729 1.1850 3.2409 4.5160 4.7275 4.9057 5.4540 
0.2920 1.5890 2.6302 2.7518 2.8423 3.2260 1.0276 2.8091 3.8892' 4.0555 4.1911 4.6271 
0.2216 1.1583 1.8393 108881 1.9188 2 .. 1493 0.6972 1.9010 2.5788 206555 2.7108 2.9437 
0.2002 0·9103 1.3339 1.3448 1.3502 1.4871 0.4663 1.2513 1.6447 1.6665 1.6790 1.8016 
0.1950 0.8231 1.1304 1.1324 1.1332 1.2302 0.3821 0·9716 1.2336 1.2377 1.2396 1.3235 
0.1936 0.7969 1.0647 1.0652 1.0654 1.1476 0.3610 0.8918 1.1149 1.1161 1.1166 1.1903 
0.1926 0.7763 1»0103 1.0103 1.0103 1.0780 0.3459 0.8322 1.0279 1.0279 1.0279 1.0913 
0.1949 0.7602 0·9662 0.9662 0·9662 1.0216 0.3344 0.7906 0 .. 9690 0.9690 0.9690 1.0231 
0.1946 0·7523 0.9424 0.9424 0.9424 1.0222 0.3294 0.7719 009426 0.9426 0.9426 -
0.1945 0.7497 0.9343 0.9343 0.9343 - 0.3278 0.7659 0'09343 0.9343 0.9343 -
0.1944 0.7475 0.9278 0.9278 0.9278 - 0.3265 0.7612 0.9278 0.9278 0.9278 -
0.1943 0.7446 0·9190 0·9190 0·9190 - 0.3247 0.7551 0·9190 0·9190 0·9190 -
Table 9b. Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
m 
k = -0.02, ~ = 10, tIlT = 0·5 k = -0.02, ~ = 30, tIlT = 0·5 
,0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 
1.05 1.11 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 2.03 2.06 2.08 2.08· 2.08 2.07 
1.05 1.13 1016 1.16 1.15 1016 2004 2.09 2.11 - 2.11 2.11 2.11 
1.02 1.24 1·31 1·32 1·32 1034 2.08 2.21 2.26 2.26 2.27 2.28 
0·99 1·53 1~76 1·77 1·77 1.83 2026 2·58 2·70 2·71 2·71 2·75 
0·99 1.80 . 2·35 2.36 2.36 2·53 2.62 3.60 3.86 3.86 3.86 3·93 
0·99 1·94 2~76 2.76 2·76 3.04 2079 4.56 5·03 5·03 5.04 5·16 
0098 2.08 3.39 3·39 3039 3083 2·95 6.35 7·24 7·24 7.24, 7'·47 
0·98 2024 4.62 4.62 4.h2 5.46 3.10 10.76* 12·92 12.78 !-.~.26*. 12.82* 
0098 2·34 6·78 6.78 6078 . . 5014 ,3018 13 .. 74* 11.80* 12. 78* J;~ i3. 72* -
0098 2.40 8·90 8·90* 8·90* - '3.22 14.10* 12004* 12 .. 78* 14.44* -
0098 2.44 10.44* 11·70* 11·70* - 3024 16.08* 13.28* 12·78* 14.44* -
0·98 2050 10.44* 11·70* 11·70* - 3.28 16.08* 13.28* 13.48* 14.44* -
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Table lOa. Damage Pressure Level~ Pml ~J for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Figo 3d 
k = -0004~ ~ = 10, tIlT = 005 k = -Oo04~ ~ = 25~ tllT = 005 
I 
005 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0025 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 I 
-0·5377 1.6524 208834 300394 341598 306304 0.2051 301379 306072 307946 3~9466 404554' 
-0.4747 1.4589 205145 206322 267187 3·1057 0.1792 2.7406 3 .. 1229 342677 3.3805 3 .. 7901 
-0.3574 1.0662 107623 108079 1.8359 2.0738 0.1247 ·1.9071 201155 201775 2.2189 2.4522 
-0.3199 008294 1.2712 1.2798 1.2840 104344 000859 103144 1.4056 104197 1.4268 1.5672 
-0.3114 0.7442 1.0716 100723 1.0726 1.1866 0.0696 1.0606 1 .. 1001 1.1014 1 .. '1018 1.2117 
-0·3092 007182 100085 1.0085 1'~ 0085 101076 000654 0.9920 1.0167 100167 1.0167 1.1142 
-0.3076 0.6974 009585 0·9585 0··9585 1.0442 0.0625 0·9461 009595 0·9595 0·9595 
-0.3096 0.6805 009222 009222 0·9222 1.0324 0.0592 0.9156 009222 0·9222 0·9222 
-0.3091 0.6719 0.9050 0.9050 0·9050 - 0.0583 0·9019 0·9050 009050 0·9050 
-0.3089 0.6689 0.8995 0.8995 0.8995 - 0.0580 0.8975, 0.8995 0.8995 0.8995 
-0~3087 0.6664 0.8952 008952 0.8952 - 0.0578 008940 008952 0.8952 0.8952 
-0.3086 006629 0,,8894 008894 0.8894 - 0.0575 008894 0.8894 0.8894 008894 
Table lObo Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Figo 3d 
ill 
k = -0.04, ~ = 10, tIlT = 005 k = -0.04, ~ = g5, t1/T = 0·5 
005 0025 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05' 0 -0005 
1.12 1.18 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.19 3.43 3·43 3.49 3.49 3.49 
1012 1.20 1.23 1023 1023 1.24 3.44" ;.46 3053' 3053 3·53 
1.07 1·31 1·39 1·39 1.40 1.42 3045 3.61 3·68 3·69 3.69 
1 .. 01 1065 1.88 1.88 1.88 1·94 3·50 4.10 4.15 4.16 4.16 
1.00 2003 2067 2.67 2.67 2.85 3.86 5·00 5·45 5045 5·45 
1.00 2026 3·30 3·30 3030 3·60 4·38 5 ·98:: 7.04*· 7·04* 7·04 
1.00 2·58 4.46 4.46 4.46 4097 5·28 4·99* 9029* 9·29* 9.87* 
1000 3.08 7026* 7·26 7.26 4·97* 7·00* 5000* 10074* 10·74* '9,,87* 
1.00 3·74 8·96* 8·92* 8.20* - 7076* 5·00* 10074* 11·72* 9.87* 
1.00 4.30 10082* 8092* 8.88* - 7.06* 5·00* 10074* 11·72* 9·87* 
1000 5·40* 10.82*" 8·92* 11052* - 8094* 5000* 11038* 11·72* 9·87* 
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Table 11ao Damage Pressure Level J P Iq .'1 for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig" 3d m y 
k = OJ ~ = 10~ t11T = 1.0 k = 0, ~ = 30, t11T = 100 
Io/qT=I1/qT 0·5 0025 0005 0 -0005 -0025 005 0.25 0005 0 -0.05 -0.25 
td/T 100 ·:0,,7050 109183 203068 202388 201617 2.0572 1.8035 2.8501 303384 303342 303115 3.3272 
2,,0 ~ 0'.0416 1.0012 1.5601 105499 105234 105305 1.1865 l08330 2.0704 200508 2.0307 2.0543 
400 0.0329 001481 102493 102982 102963 103281 009759 1.2880 105087 105158 1.5111 1.5419 
6(l0 0.0315 0.'7068 101586 1.2188 102233 102559 0.9241 101280 1.3415 103640 1D3645 1.3940 
10 000306 0.6808 1.0892 101515 101602 1.1630 008827 1.0275 102121 1.2435 102478 102741 
20 000313 006642 1.0371 100939 1.1044 100524 0.8509 009622 101141 1.1465 101528 1.1553 
40 0.0310 0.6566 100095 1.0589 ID0629 - 0.8355 0.9318 100614 1.0901 1D0961 1.0767 
60 0.0309 0.6542 0.9998 100449 100436 - 0.8305 009218 100421 100682 1.0776 1.0495 
100 0.0309 0.6524 0.9916 1.0320 1.0264 - 0.8264 009139 100253 100482 100775 100270 
'----___ inf.p.p:;2§ (~~6~_9_~9~7~2. 100069 0.9996 --=- ____ . __ Q •. 8g1-9 __ Q~9032 0.9975 1.0103 1.0713 -
I 0 1 qT=I11 qT 









Table lIb. Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
. m 
k = 0, ~ = 10, tIlT = 100 k = 0, ~ = 30, tIlT = 1.0 
005 0025 0.05 0 -0005 -0.25 0·5 0:25 0.05 0 -0.05 
1.46 1·52 1.49 1.4,6 1043 1032 1093 1·99 1·98 1.96 1·95 
1·58 1086 1.96 1094 1·91 1.84 2.21 2039 2042 2040 2·38 
1·59 2002 2·56 2.60 2·51 2052 ' 2·70 , 3.11 3·31 3·31 3·29 
1·59 2006 2086 3001 2·98 2·98 2·93 3.44 3088 3·92 3090 
1·59 2009 3·23 3056 3058 3052 3014 3079 4.61 4075 4076 
1·58 2012 '012 4.44 4·54 ,084 3032 ' 4016 5.66 ,6.06 6012 
1·58 2012 4018 5050 5058 - 3044 4042 6080 7·62 7·70 
1058 2012' 4042 6022 6.12 
-
3048 4054 1·52 8010 9·45* 
1·58 2.12 4,,70 7·26 6078 - 3052 4064 8046 10.26 9045* 
1·58 2012 5042 14.86 9074 - ,3058, 4.82 12090 21.48 9·45* 
~---~------ .. ---.---~- --~ 
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Table 12ao Damage Pressure Leve1J Pm/~3 for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Figo 3d 
k = Oo02 j ~ = 10J t1/T = 100 k = Oo02 j ~ = 30 j t 1/T = 1.0 
0·5 0025 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 005 0025 0.05 0 . -0005 
-
009650 2.0189 2·3804 203185 2.2456 201291 2.2989 302412 3.7055 307132 3·7011 
001333 1.1225 106194, 106121 105939 1.6123 105167 2.0638 202946 202880 202795 
0.1093 0.8519 1.3216 1.3613 1.3668 104154 1.2831 1.6061 1.7364 107432 1.7481 
001068 0.8070 1.2342 102823 1 .. 2933 103445 1.2268 104486 105797 105923 1.6007 
0.1053 0.7788 1.1676 102159 102298 1.2764 101864 1.3402 1.4596 1.4754 1.4857 
0.1053 0.7612 1.1185 101606 1.1746 101945 1.1578 102700 103714 1.3869 1.3976 
001048 0·7532 1.0936 1.1290 1.1412 101422 101442 102380 1.,3275 1.3411 1.3514 
0.1047 0.7506 1.0852 101173 101283 1.1247 1.1398 102277 103128 103255 1.3355 
0.1045 0.7486 100785 1.1073 101170 1.1109 101363 102197 1.3010 1.3127 1.3224 
0.1044 0.7460 100691 1·0927 100994 100927 101316 1.2090 1.2850 102952 1.3044 
Table 12bo Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
m 
. -
k = 0.02, ~ = 10, t1/T = 1.0 k = 0002, ~ = 30, t1/T = 1.0 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 
1.41 1.47 1.44 1.41 1·38 1.28 1·72 1076 1·76 ' 1074 1·73 
1··56 1.81 1·90 1.87 1.84 1076 2.01 2.15 2.18 2.16 2.15 
1·57 1·95 2039 2041 2038 2032 2036 2·73 2.84 2.82 2.80 
1·57 1·99 2.62 2·70 2.68 2066 2049 2·93 3~15 3014 3·12 
1057 2.01 2085 3·05 3005 3010 2.60 3009 ' 3045 3047 3.46 
1.58 2.02 3·10 3046 3052 3 .. 52 2068 3022 3074 3·80 3080 
1.58 2004 3·26 3.80 3092 3066 2074 3030 3092 4.02 4002 
1·58 2.04 3032 3094 4010 3072 2·76 '032 '098 4.10 4.12 
1·58 2004 3038 4008 40,0 3074 2076 3·34 4004 4.16 4.18 
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Table 13 Da p Levell) pJ for Triangular Pu1 ith Inmul f Fip.:. 3d 
-
-._--
k ~ Ool~ ~ = lO~ tIlT = 100 k = 001? ~ = ,OJ t11T = 100 
O~5 0025 0005 0 -0005 -0025 005 0025 0.05 0 -0005 -0025 
1.8359 204365 206842 206322 205730 204107 . 401357 4.7121 500442 5.0689 5.0747 5.0736 
0.5277 105898 108820 109024 1 .. 9178 109839 208662 3.1304 303220 303579 3.3896 305097 
0.4832 1.2738 106297 106750 107148 108412 205709 207064 208370 2.8814 .,209250 3.0748 
o .ll-75 0 1.2163 105585 1.6077 106526 107916 204989 2.5993 207117 207579 2.8037 299569 
0.4699 101793 105050 1.5552 1.6030 107485 204477 205220 206208 206680 2.7150 2.8690 
004662 101558 1.4668 105161 105650 107122 204129 2_4686 2.5573 2.6049 2.6526 2.8058 
0.4646 101453 1.4482 104964 1.5456 106922 203962 204430 205270 205746 2.6227 207753 
004641 1.1420 104422 104899 105390 1.6852 2113907 2.4347 205171 205648 206129 2·7651 
004637 1.1393 104373 104847 105338 106794 203863 204281 2050912.5570 206050 207571 
004632 101357 104308 104775 105266 106713 2.3805 2.4193'~ 204986 205464 2.5946 2.7463 
Table 13b. Time of Maximum Response, t ITj for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
m 
k = 0.1, ~ = 10, t1/T = 100 k = 0.1, ~ \~,30, t11T ~ 100 
005 0.25 0005 0 -0005 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 " 0 -0.05 -0.25 
1·30 1·34 1031 1028 1.26 1.17 1·39 1040 1.40 1059 1.38 1·34 
1050 1.67 1·70 1.67 1.63 1052 1.68 1·74 1076 107'5, 1·73 1·70 
1·52 1078 1·96 1·93 1.89 1·77 1.83 1095 1099 1·98 1'·96 1·93 
1052 1.80 2006 2004 2000 1089 :1,..88 2.01 2006 2.05 2004 2.01 
1·52 1.81 2.13 2013 2010 2.02 1091 2006 2012 2.11 2'110 2.07 
1052 1.82 2020 2.2u 2018 2014 1094 2010 2016 2016 2014 2.12 
1052 1082 2.22 202~· 2.22 2020 1094 2012 2018 ' 2.18 2.16' 2.14 
1·52 1084 2.24 2.26 2024 2024 1096 2.12 2.20 2.18 2 .. 18 2016 
1·52 1084 2024 2026 2026 2026 1096 2.12 2020 2018 2018 2016 
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4a Level I for Triangular Pulse with Imnul f Fig. 3d 
k = -0002, ~ = 10, tIlT = 100 k = -0.02, ~ = 30, tIlT = 1.0 
I IqT=I1/qT 
I 0 
0.5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 
tdlT 1.0 -0.2883 1.8192 2.2261 2.1589 2.0770 2.0563 1.2142 2.4373 2.9274 2.9157 2.8176 208826 2.0 -0.0567 0.8788 1.5026 104923 1.4578 1.4543 0.8488 1.6117 1.8476 1.8169 1.7855 1·1921 
400 -0.0445 0.6445 1.1802 1.2434 1.2350 1.2524 0.6643 0.9642 1.3108 1·3392 1.3211 1.3421 
6.0 -0.0428 0.6073 1.0878 1.1665 1.1658 1.1949 0.6073 0.8216 1.1502 1.2015 1.2040 1.2197 
10 -0.0417 0.5839 1.0118 1.1030 1.1081 1.1613 0.5646 0·7435 1.0391 1.1143 1.1186 1.0693 
20 -0.0410 0·5681 0.9655 1.0524 1.0516 1.0507 0·5342 0.6910 0·9689 1.0534 1.0532 1.1847 
4·0 -0.0407 0.5615 0.9381 1.0260 1.0278 - 0·5194 0.6682 0.9389 1.0260 1.0278 101841 
60 -0.0406 0.5593 0.9296 1.0173 - - 0.5146 0.6611 0·9297 1.0173 1.0270 101840 
100 -0.0405 0.5576 0.9225 1.0103 - - 0·5109 0.6557 0.9225 1.0103 1.0264 -
i.nf -0.0404 0.5554 0·9130 1.,0010 - - 0.5060 0.6486, 0.9130 1.0010 1.0255 -
Table 14b. Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
m . 
k = -0.02, ~ = 10, tIlT = 1.0 
~o/qT=~l/qT 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 
tdlT 1.0 1.65 1·58 1·56 1·52 1.49 1·32 
2.0 1.61 1·92 2.03 2.01 1·99 1·93 
4,,0 1.61 2.11 2·76 2.83 2.80 2·77 
600 1.60 2.16 3·20 3·41 3·39 3·96* 
10 1.60 2.19 3.83 4.33 4.36 3.96* 
20 1.60 2.22 5·02 6.28 6.28 3·96* 
40 1.60 2.22 7.08 9.96 6.36* -
60 1.60 2.24 9.08* 9·96* - -
100 1.60 2.24 11.84* 9·96* - -
inf .1.60 2.24 11.84* 9.96* - -
* The correct value is larger than this quantity. 
k = -0.02, ~ = 30, tIlT = 1.0 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 
2.43 2.49 2.49 2.46 2.44 
2.68 2·90 2·94 2·92 2·90 
3·43 3.82 4.06 4.07 4.06 
3099 4.66 5·27 5·35 5·34 
4.79 6~11 '. 7·49 7·63 7·74 
6.40 9·58* 12.88* 8.28 13.38* 
9.62 11.56* 12.88* 8.28 13.38-* 
12.19* 12·94* 12.88* 8.28 13·38* 
12.19* 16.32* 12.88* 8.28 13·38* 
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Table 15a 0 Damage Pressure Levelp Pm/~.? for Triangular Pulse m.th Impulses of Fig., 3d 
Io/qT=I1/qT 



















k ~ -0.04, ~ = 10~ tIlT = 100 k = -O_o,,04~ ~ :=: 25, tIlT = loa 
0·5 0025 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0005 0 -0005 
-0.5467 1.7214 2.1533 2.0784 1·9912 109084 0.6996 1.9989 204848 2.4411 203191 
-001626 0.7542 1.4465 1.4392 1.3972 1.3848 0.4717 102216 106142 105830 105411 
-0.1291 0.5418 101158 1.1978 1.1838 1.1849 003378 0.6828 101595 102255 102095 
-0.1242 0.5083 1.0248 1.1273 101224 1.0597 003044 0·5957 100371 101339 101283 
-0.1212 0.4873 0.9590 100731 1.0749 1.1665 002835 0.5465 009696 100138 1.0155 
-0.1l94 0.4739 009148 1.0352 1.0085 - 0.2699 005176 009148 1.0352 1.0085 
-001186 0.4680 0.8948 1.0174 - - ~ 0 __ 2644 0·5055 008948 1.0174 -
-0.1184 0.4661 , 0.8885 1.0116 - - 002627 0·5017 008885 1.0116 -
-0.1182 0.4646 0.8836 100070 - - 0.2614 004988 008836 1.0070 -
-001179 004626 0.8772 ' 1.0007 - - 002596 0.4949 008772' 100007 -
Table 15b. Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d m 
k = -0.04, ~ = 10, tIlT = 1.0 k = -0.04, ~ = 25, tIlT = 1.0 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 
1.74 1.66 1.64 1.60 1·57 1.45 3084 3·93 3092 3090 3086 
1.64 1·99 2'.12 2.10 2007 2.02 4003 4032 4039 4035 4.34 
1.63 2022 3~01 3·11 3008 3.05 4081 5026 5060 5.64 5.63 
1.62 2.28 3"166 3·93 3091 3.74 6.18 6.70 7·13* 6017 7019* 
1062 2034 4~80 5026 5043 3074* 8057* 10.09* 9.64* 6027 10.63* 
1.62 2038 7050 5076 8.74* - 8057* 10.18* 10.04* 6.27 11.18* 
1062 2.40 10.28* 9084* . - - 8057* 10084* 14.06-: 8.72* -
1062 2040 10.28* 9.84* - - 8057* 10.84* 14.06* 8072* -
1.62 2.40 10028* 9·84* - - 9004* , 10084* 18·54-: 8072* -
1.62 2.42 10028* 9·84* - - 9004* 11.42* 18.54* 8072* -



































































6 Pr 1 I 6_ U 
k := OJ ~ = lOj tl/T = 105 
,0·5 0.25 0005 0 ~Oo05 
,; 
-b.2393 104948 109938 2 .. 0028 109324 
-0.1161 100958 106250 107272 1·7052 
-000988 0.8737 1Q2585 103523 104111 
-0·0912 0.8410 101753 102341 102602 
-0.0963 0.8202 101123 101474 1.1546 
-001024 ·008061 100629 100822 100830 
-0.1021 007999 100348 100465 1.0467 
-0.1021 007979 100241 100332 100332 
-0.1020 0.7964 1.0146 100214 1 .. 0214 
-0.1019 0.7943 0·9979 100011 100011 
I 
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k = OJ ~ = 30, t1/T = 105 
0.5 0.25 0005 0 -0005 -0.25 
108291 205493 207333 206894 206299 205469 
105512 '109669 202298 202214 2 .. 1900 201481 
009068 1.2411 1 .. 5153 105959 1.6078 106210 
008141 101165 103419 1,.4066 104445 1.4679 
0·7639 100359 1.2176 1.2544 1.2709 -
0·7341 009814 101245 1.1433 1.1466 -
0.7214 009548 100732 100836 100841 
-
0.7174 009458 100538 100615 1.0617 -
0.7143 009385 100364 1.0418 1 .. 0419 
-






" --Table 16bo Time of Maximum, Response, tm/T, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig .. 3d o 
k == 0, ~ == 10, tIlT = 105 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 
2002 2001 1·91 1·93 1.88 1.68 2.41 
1·99 2.14 2019 2018 2.14 1099 2058 
1·98 2.49 2090 3.01 3·05 2091 }.oB 
.1·98 2.60 3028 3043 3049 - '3024 
1·98 2.68 '016 '096 4.00 - 3~36 
1098 2076 4046 4012 4074 
-
3044 
1·98 2·18 5·24 5058 5058 - 3.48 
1·98 2080 5072 6012 6012 - 3·50 
1·98 2.82 6038 6.88 6.88· - '052 
1·98 2.82 9.38 100190 10·90 - . 3054 
k = 0, ~ = 30, tIlT = 1.5 
0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 
2048 2.43 2039 2036 
2.66 2065 2062 2·59 
3·31 3057 3.63 3062 
3·77 4020 4032 4038 
4020 5000 5018 5025 
4070 6020 6044 6048 
5010 1.56 1088 1·88 
5028 8048 8.84 8084 
5.46 9074 10.18 10.20 
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Table 11, Da. Pr Level I for Tri lar Pul Ith Inroul f Fig. 3d 
--. 
k = Oo02 y ~ = 10, tIlT = 1~5 k = 0002 3 ~ = 30, tIlT = 105 
005 0.25 0.05 0 ~Oo05 -0.25 005 0.25 0.05 0 -0005 
0.1440 1.5965 2.0583 2.0622 200003 1.8102 202546 2.8164 2.9961 209584 2.9182 
0.0816 1.1154 1.6834 1.1141 1.1632 1.6992 1.8904 2.2631 2.4509 204424 2.4253 
0.0144 0·9530 1.3214 104166 1.4122 1,.5252 1.2144 1·5049 1.7385 1·1922 1.8119 
0.0132 0·9206 1.2399 1.3013 1.3388 - 101606 1.3799 1.5706 1.6211 1.6464 
.0.0725 0·9001 1.1190 1.2167 1.2320 - 1.0988 1.3010 1.4522 1.4891 1.5135 
000666 0.8864 .1.1330 19l546 1.1596 
-
1,,0625 ~o2499 1.3687 103891 1 .. 4047 
0.0664 0.8805 1.1086 .1~1~24 1.1242 
-
1,,0469 102265 103275 1,,3397 1.3483 
0.0663 0.8786 1.1000 1.1112 1.1121 
-
100420 1.2190 103137 1.3232 1.3299 
0.0663 0.8771 1·0929 1.1020 1.1024 - 1.0382 1.2131 1.3027 1.3101 J..3J.52 
0.0662 0.8151 1.0828 1. 0890 J.._~Q?9? - _L--_J..~Q22~_ 1.2051 _1~2876 1!.?9gg 102956 
Table I1b. Time of Maximum Response, t IT., for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
m 
k = 0.02, ~ = 10, t11T =105 k = 0002, ~ = 30, t1/T = 1·5 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 
1·95 1·96 1·92 1.88 1.83 1.64 2.19 2.24 2.20 2.16 2.13 
1096 2·09 2.13 2013 2.09 1093 2037 2044 2.41 2.39 2.35 
1·97 2040 2·75 2086 2.89 2011 2083 3000 3.16 3018 3.16 
1·97 2.41 3·02 3017 3·25 - 2·93 3021 3.50 3·59 3·59 
1·97 2·53 3032 3·51 3·58 - 3·01 3.40 ,.83 ,·99 4004 
1~98 2·58 3.64 3088 3·94 - 3006 3054 4014 4.34 4.46 
1·98 2.60 ,·90 4.16 4020 - 300B 3·62 4.32 4054 4.68 
1·98 2.60 4000 4028 4.32 - 3.08 3.66 4.40 4.62 4·74 
1.98 2.62 4008 4.40 4.42 - 3010 3.68 4.46 4.70 4082 
1·98 2.62 5·24 . 4·58 4.60 - 3010 3·72 4·54 4·78 4090 
~- ----------- - -- - . _.-
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Table 100. Da Level. pJ f Fig. 3d for Triangular Pul ith lmoul Pr 
---
k ::: 0.1, I-l ::: 10~ tl/T ::: 1.5 k = Ool~ I-l = 30, tIlT = 1.5 






















1.0622 1·9943 2.3235 2.3346 2.3110 2.1336 3.9364 4.0098 4.0954 4.0848 4.1048 4.0630 
0.7333 105051 1.9383 2.0156 2.0590 2.1002 3.2238 3.2806 '3.4247 3.4754 3.5217 3.6453 
0.6600 1.2880 1.6197 1·7015 1.7879 200403 2.6005 206444 2.8502 2.9304 3.0323 3.3033 
0.6512 1.2565 1.5518 1.6153 1.6989 2.0018 2.4643 205276 2.7282 2.8244 2.9197 ~.2151 I 0.6460 1.2370 1.5045 1.5493 1.6221 1.9466 . '203827 2 .45~S " 2.644·6 2·7415 2.8391 3.1478 
0.6407 1.2245 1.4721 1.5017 1·5593 108841 2.3341 2.4074 2.5885 2.6848 2.7831 3.0982 ; 
0.6394 1.2189 1.4566 1.4795 1·5253 1.8828 2.3125 203862 2.5623 2.6565 2.7562 3.0735 
0.6389 1.~~72 1.4516 1.4723 1.5136 lo8ag4 2.3056 2.3795 205539 2.6490 2.7475 3.0653 
0.6386 1.2158 104476 1.4695 1.5042 .- 2.3002 2.3743 2.5471 2.6422 2.7404 3.0586 
o . 6381 '1 .. 21'40 1. 4423 _'d:~,~2_~~ i .4922 _______ ~ .. _ 
_ ___ ?..!.g23b__ 2.3672 2.2282 2. 61?7 ___ ~,~2J.Q __ 2..!.Q491 
Table 18b. Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
m 
k ::: 0.1, I-l = 10, tIlT::: 1.5 
0,5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 
1.83 1.83 1·78 1·74 ' 1.69 1·54 
1·90 1·97 1·99 1·97 1·93 1·71 
1·95 2.15 2.34 2.39 2.36 2.05 
1·95 2.19' 2.45 2.54 2.54 2.28 
1.96 2 .. 22 2·53 2.66 2.69 2.60 
1.96 2.24 2.58 2~76 2.82 2·92 
1·96 2.24 2.62 2.80 2·90 3.06* 
1·96 2.24 2.64 2.82 2·92 3·10*-
1·96 2.24 2.64 2.82 ' 2·94 -
1.96 2'~24 2.66 2.84 2~96 -
--- - -~------- -.- --
* The correct value is larger than this quantity. 
k:::o.i, I-l ::: 30, tIlT = .1.5 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 
1.85 1.85 1.81 1.80 1·77 1·70 
2.05 2.05 2.02 2.00 1.98 1·91 
2.36 ' 2·37 2·35 2.34 2·30 2.20 
2.41 2.43 2.44 2.42 2.39 2·30 
2.44 2.48 2.50 2.48 2.,46 2.38 
2.46 2.50 2·54 2.54 2·52 2.44 
2.48 2·52 2·56 2.56 2.54 2.48 
2.48 2·52 2.58 2.56 2.54 2.48 
2,,48 2·52 2·58 2·56 2·56 2·50 
2.48 2.54 2.58 2.58 2·56 2·50 
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Table 19a. Damage Pressure Level, pJ <1y' for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Figo 3d 
k = -0.02, ~ = 10~ tl/T = 105 . k = -0.02, ~ = 30, tIlT = 1.5 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 
-0.8689 1.3911 :1..9289 109462 1.8676 1.6763 1.3935 2.2518 2.4545 2.4037 2·3313 
-0.3240 100165 1.5680 1.6837 1.6526 1.5436 1.2020 1.6290 1.9913 2.0042 1.9609 
-0.2738 0.7965 1.2017 1.2928 1 .. 3431 1.3602 0·5198 0.9986 1·3301 1.4336 1.4674 
-0.2697 0.7635 1.1194 1.1749 1.1908 - 0.4552 0.8832 1.1732 1.2339 1.2591 
-0.2673 0.7421 1.0581 1.0902 1.0919 - 0.4206 0.8115 1.0735 101066 1.1091 
-0.2713 0 .. 7273 1.0118 1.0292 1.0293 - 0.3992 0.7670 1.0134 1.0308 1.0309 
-0.2707 0.7208 0.9876 0·9992 0·9992 - 0.3903 0·7484 0.9876 0·9992 0.9993 
-0.2705 0.7187 0.9795 0.9895 0.9895 - 0·3875 0·7427 0·9795 0.9895 0.9895 
-0.2703 0.7170 0·9732 0.9820 0.9820 - 0.3853 0·7383 0·9732 0.9820 0.9820 
-0.2701 0·7148 0.9648 0.9722 0.9722 - 0.3823 0.7325, 0·9648 0·9722 0.9722 
Table 19b. Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
m 
k = -0.02, ~ = 10, t11T = 1·5 k = -0.02, ~ = 30, tIlT = 1·5 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 
2.18 2.07 2.03 2.00 1.94 1.73 2·91 3·00 2·95 2·91 2.86 
2.03 2.20 2.25 2.25 2.21 2.06 . 3.06 3.16 3.17 3.14 3.11 
1·98 2.62 3·09 3.19 3·23 3030* 3.60 4.02 4.22 4.28 4.29 
1·98 2077 3.63 3·77 3.80 - 3·93 5·01 5.47 5054- 5·57 
1·98 2·91 4.45 4.64 ~4.64 - 4.26 6.76 7·79 7·92 7·90 
1·98 3.04 6.12 6·36 6 .. 38 - 4.60 10.98* 13.46* 10.44 13.60 
1.98 3.12 9.16. 9·52* 9·54 - 4.84 12.76* 13·46* 12·50* 15·10* 
1·98 3·14 12.08* 9·52* 12066 - 4.94 13.64* 17·64* 12·50* 15·10* 
1·98 3·16 12.08* 9·52* 12.66* - 5·04 17.46* 17.64* 12·50* 15·10* 
1·98 3·20 12.08* 11·72* 12.66* - 5·20 17.46* 17.64* 12·50* 15·1m-
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Table 20a. Damage Pressure Level, p I Q_, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of FigCl 3d 
HI -y 
k = -0004, ~ =10, tl/T = 105 k= -0.04, ~ = 25, tl/T = 1.5 
0.5 0.25 0005 0 -0005 -0.25 0·5 0025 0.05 0 -0.05 
-1.0835 1.2848 1.8631 108919 1.8058 1.6146 0.9472 1.7463 201314 2.1020 2.0170 
-0.5368 0·9372 1·5121 1.6435 1.6049 1.4773 0~2291 1.2359 1·7182 1·7867 1·7373 
-0.4495 0·7215 1.1524 1.2395 1.2784 102167 0.1050 0.7981 101950 1.2899 1.3386 
-0.4429 0.6883 1.0746 1.1260 101335 - 0.0913 0.7215 1.0848 1.1380 1.1476 
-0.4392 0.6665 1.0206 1.0494 1~0501 - 0.0842 0.6794 1.0215 1.0505 1.0512 
-0.4420 0.6509 0·9842 100006 1.0006 
-
0.0777 0.6551 0.9842 100006 1.0006 
-0.4411 0.6436 0.9675 0·9793 0·9793 - 0.0761 0.6451 0.9675 0·9793 0·9793 
-0.4407 0.6412 0.9622 0·9727 0·9727 - 0.0756 0.6420 0.9622 0·9727 0.9727 
-0.4405 0.6392 0.9581 0·9675 0·9675 - 0.0753 0.6396 0.9581 009675 0 .. 9675 
-0.44CY2 0.6364 0.9526 0.9607 0·9607 - 0.0748 006365. 0.9526 0 .. 9607 0.9607 
Table 20b. Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular -Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
ill 
k = -0.04, ~ = 10, tIlT = 1.5 k = -0.04, ~ = 25, t1/T = 1·5 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 ~0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 
2.29 2.15 2.11 2.08 2.02 1.80 4.34 4.30 4.39 4·35* 4.30 
2.08 2.28 2·33 2034 2·30 2.14 4.45 4.57 4.61 4·58. 4·56 
1·99 2·79 3·31 3·40 3.43 3037 4.68 5·50 5·75 5.80* 5.82 
1·98 3.04 4.09 4.20 4.22 - 5·37 6.93 7.24* 6.90 7·29 
1·98 3·31 5.46 5·58 5 .. 61 - 6.92 9. 51* 10·53* 8.62 9.94* 
1·98 3.66 8.76* 6.40 8·96 - 8.42* 12.12* 10·53* 8.62 10·96* 
1·98 4.02 9·84* 9096* 8.96* - 8.42* 12.12* 10.53* 14.84* 10.96* 
1·98 4.20 12.18* 9·96* 13·20* - 8.42* 12.12* 10·53* 14.84* 10·96* 
1·98 4.44 12·50* 9.,96* 13 .. 20* - 8.42* 12.12* 10.53* 14.84* 10·96* 
1·98 5·24 12·50* 9·96* 13·20* - 10.40* 12.12* 10.53* 14.84*- 10·96* 
---- - ---
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k = OJ ~ = 10, t1/T = 260 k = O~ ~ = 30, tl/T = 2.0 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 ~0.05 -0.25 0·5 ''0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 
0.6771 1.3658 1.7556 108835 1.9230 1.7615 1·9032 2.0361 2.3498 2.4076 2.3792 2.2~l7 
0.0308 1.0145 103357 103386 1.3201 105489 1.0349 1.3196 105599 1.6039 1.6109 107192 
0.0286 0.8644 101941 1.2332 1.2233 103131 009430 1.1929 1.3834 1.3952 1.3892 1.5498 
0.0276 0.8004 101007 1.1556 1.1526 1.1030 0.8881 1 .. 1092 1.2338 102528 1.2497 1·3007 
0.0302 0.7685 1 .. 0399 100944 1·0963 0.9834 0.8504 1.0304 1.1195 1.1482 i.1485 1 .. 1260 
0.0299 0.7556 1.0103 1.0588 100627 0·9372 0.8335 0.9859 100628 1·0903 1.0924 1.0495 
0.0299 0.7517 1.0002 100448 1.0483 0 .. 9235 0.8282 0.9716 1.0428 1.0682 1.0708 1.0252 
000298 007486 0.9917 1.0319 1.0324 0.9126 0.8239 0.9602 1.0255 100481 1.0507 100059 
0.0297 0.7447 0·9795 1.0069 100031 0.8988 0.8183 0.9448 0·9975 1.0103 - -
------.---~ 
Table 21b. Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
m 
k =.0, ~ = 10, t11T = 2.0 k = 0, ~ = 30, tIlT = 2.0 
0·5 0.25 0.05 
° 
-0.05 -0025 0·5 0.25 . 0.05 0 -0.05 
2.47 2.45 2.43 2.43 2.40 . 2.17 2·94 2·91 2.88 2.86 2.82 
2·59 3·05 3.31 3·29 3·24 3.35 3·52 3670 3.83 3.85 3.84 
2·59 3.16 3·73 3·78 3·72 3·93 3084 4 .. 26 4.58 4·59 4056 
2·59 3·21 4.16 4.40 4.33 4.23 4.10 : . 4.91 5.46 5052 5.49 
2.58 3.26 4.68 5·32 5·30 14040 4.32 '5060 6.58 6.90 6.88 
2·58 3.26 5.16 6.42 6.46 :4.46 4.44 6.06 7·74 8.52 8054 
2·58 3.28 5.42 7014 7.26 '4.48 4.48 6.28 8.48 9·62 9·70 
2·58 3.28 5·70 8.22 8 .. 18 4·50 4·50 6.50 9.46 11.18 11.36 
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Table 22ao DaID9.ge Pressure Level, Pm/~, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
k = 0.02, ~ = 10, tl/T = 2Q O 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 
0.9270 1.4532 1.8122 1.,9389 1.9695 1..8318 
0.1378 1.1315 1.3805 1.3967 1.3886 1.6266 
0.1316 1.0042 1.2702 102936 1.2933 -
0.1286 0·9295 1.1785 1.2181 1.2237 -
0.1285 0.8929 101211 101601 1.1694 -
0.1278 0.8773 100943 101282 1.1385 -
0.1276 0.8726 1.0856 1.1167 1.1269 -
0.1275 0.8690 1.0786 1.1069 1.1169 -











k = 0.02, ~ = 30, t 1/T = ~.O 
0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 
2.3351 2.5894 2 .. 6212 2.6050 2.5407 
1.5440 1·7536 108110 1.8525 1·9505 1 
1.4206 1.5815 1..6121 1.6285 1.7712 
1.3425 1.4612 1.4781 1.4872 1.6029 
1.2907 1.3744 1.3853 1.3947 1.5529 
1.2662 1.3300' 1.3397 1.3494 1.5523 
1.2582 1.3147 1.3244 1.334g 1.5522 
1.2518 1.3025 1·3121 1.3220 1.5521 





Table 22b. Time of Maxim~.Response, tm/T, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
-o k = 0.02, ~ = 10, tllT ;200 
.' . 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 
2.41 2.40 2·38 2.38 2·35 2012 2·71 
2·57 2.96 3·17 3·15 3.11 3.18 3·~3 
2.58 3·09 3·52 3·52 3.46 . - 3.4~ 
2·58 3·14 3.81 3·93 3086 - 3·55 
2·58 3.16 4.08 4·38 4.34 - 3064 
2·58 3.18 4.26 4.72 4072 - 3·70 
2·58 3.18 4.32 4.88 4090 - 3.72 
2·58 3.18 4.38 5·02 5.08 - 3·72 
2.58 3·20 4.48 5·28 5.38 - 3074 
* The correct value is larger than this quantity. 
k = 0.02, ~. = 30, tllT = 2.0 
0.25 '0.05 0 -0.05 
2.68 2.65 2.62 2·58 
3·35 _ 3 •. 46 3~50 3·50 
. 3.65 ·3·88 3·93 3·92 
3·91 4.29. 4.33 4.31 
4.14 4.68 4·70 4.68 
·4.26 4.90 .4·92 4·92 
4.30 4·98· 5·02 5·00 
4.34 5.04 5·08 5.08 




















































k = 0.1, ~ = 10, t1/T = 200 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 
1.6015 1.8437 2.0751 2.1557 2.2059 
0.6615 1.4662 1.6443 1.6855 1·7371 
0.6300 1.4211 1·5698 1.6051 1.6522 
0.6155 1·,930 1·5178 1·5509 1·5975 
0.6096 1·3750 1.4817 1·5142 1.5613 
0.6064 1.,669 1.464, 1.4969 1·5444 
0.6054 1.3642 1.4586 1.4912 1·5389 
0.6047 1.3622 1.4541 1.4867 1.5345 
0.6037 1.3594 1.4479 1.4807 1.5287 
f l' i ,,! '~ f',1 t,P! li'lJ !Ii 'rrr '~r~ :!' ;'!!!Y:mt:lltt 
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k = 0.1, ~ = 30, tl/T = 2.0 
0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 
3.5423306422 3·7005 3·7521 3.8313 
2.6834 2.8852 2·9908 3.1158 ,·5076 
2·5887 2·7767 2.8761 3'·0049 3·4391 
2·5330 2.7083 2.8005 2.9287 ,.,847 
2.4988 2.6646 2·7505 2.8769 3·3431 
2.4837 2.6448 2·7274 2.8525 3·3210 
2.4788 2.6384 2.7200 2.8446 ,·3135 
2.4751 2.6335 2.7141 2.8382 3·3073 





Table 23b. Time of Maximum Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d m . --o k = 0.1, ~ = 10, tIlT = ~.O 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 
2.28 2.26 2.23 2.23 2.19 2.02 
2·54 2.66 2·75 2.76 2·75 2·5'7 
2·55 2·75 2.89 2·91 2.88 2·96 
2·55 2.81 3.00 ,.02 2·99 -
2.56 2.86 ,.08 3·10 ,.08 -
2·56 2.88 3·12 ,.14 3·12 -
2·56 2.88 3.14 3.16 3·12 -
2·56 2.88 3.16 3.16 3.14 -
2.56 2·90 3.16 ,.18 3·16 -
k = 0.1, ~ = 30, tIlT = 2.0 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 
2.36 2·31 2.25 2.23 2.20 
2·73 2·70 2·70 2.68 2.66 
2·79 2·78 2·79 2.78 2·76 
2.8, 2.83 2.85 2.85 2.84 
2.86 2.86 2·90 2·90 2·90 
2.86 2.88 2·92 2·92 2·92 
2086 2.88 2·92 2·94 2.94 
2.86 2.88 2·92 2·94 2.94 
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Table 24ao Damage Pressure Level., Pm/~, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of -Figo 3d 
k = ~Oo02, .~ = 10, t1/T = 200 , k = -0~02, ~ = 30, t1/T = 2.0 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 .0.05 0 -0.05 
-0·3924 1.2819 1·7020 1.8280 1.8655 1.6997 1.4732 1·7255 200998 2.2025 201685 
-0.0418 0.8629 1.2797 1.2869 102583 104891 0·7421 1.1321 1.4135 1.4317 1.4097 
-0.0390 0·7317 1.1240 1.1825 1.1636 - 0.6312 0·9862 1.2117 1.2387 1.2199 
-0.0377 0.6782 1.0294 1.1078 1·0974 - 0.5677 0.8258 1.0564 1.1222 1.1111 
-0.0349 0.6506 0·9683 1.0531 1.0493 - 0·5298 0.7471 0·9723 1.0543 1.0504 
-0.0347 0.6397 0·9394 1.0259 - - 0·5135 0·7174 0·9397 1.0259 1.0373 
-0.0346 0.6364 0·9300 1.0171 - - 0·5085 0·7086 0·9300 1.0171 -
-0.0346 0.6338 0.9226 1.0102 - - 0~5046 0·7020 0·9226 1.0102 -
-0:0345 0.6305 0·9130 ;1..0910 - - 0.4996 0.6935 0·9130 100010 -
Table 24bo Time of·Maxi~um Response, t IT, for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
ill 
k = -0.02, ~ = 10, tIlT = 2.0 k = -0002, ~ = 30, tIlT = 2.0 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 
2.65 2·51 2·50 2·50 2.47 2.23 3.44 3.42 3.40 3·39 3·35 
2.60 3·13 3.46 3.45 3.40 3.54 4006 4.29 4.43 4.43 4.41 
2.60 3·25 4000 4010 4.04 - 4.74 5.41 5.68 5·71 5068 
2.60 3·32 4.69 5·08 5·02 - 5059 7·09 7·94 8,,08 8.09 
2.60 3036 5092 7·08 7·04 - 7·12· 11000 13.34* 9·22 13·92* 
2.60 3·38 7·98 10·76* - - 10008* 18.62* 13·96* 12098* 13092* 
2.60 3·40 9·98 10·76* - - 12.24* 18.62* 14050* 12·98* -
2.60 3.40 13,,26* 10,,76* 
- -
12.24* . 18.62* 14.50* 12·98* -
20pO 3·42 13·80* 10.7,6* - - 12024* 18.62* 14.50* 12·98* -
,*. 



































































Table 25a. Damage Pressure Level, Pm/~' for Triangular Pulse with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
k ; 0.04, ~ ; 10, tllT ; 2.0 k ; -0.04, ~ ; 25, tllT ; 2.0 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 
-0·7872 1.2013 1.6510 1·7722 1·7969 1.6459 0.8160 1.4004 1.8334 1.9918 1·9741 
-0.1270 0·7142 1.2165 1.2420 1.2041 1.4191 0·3777 0·9611 1·3005 1.2954 1.2586 
-0.1186 0.6056 1.0601 1.1427 1.1158 1.0786 0·3094 0·7070 1.0827 1.1548 1.1274 
-0.1149 0.5606 0·9695 1.0772 1.0599 - 0.2788 0.6115 0·9720 1.0781 1.0608 
-0.1127 0·5382 0·9170 1.0355 - - 0.2629 0·5688 0·9170 1.0355 -
-0.1119 0·5289 0.8953 1:.0172 - - 0.2570 0·5527 0.8953 1.0172 -
-0.1117 0·5261 0.8887 1.0114 - - 0.2552 0·5480 0.8887 1.0114 -
-0.1115 0·5239 0.8837 1.0068 - - 0.2538 0·5443 0:.8837 1.0068 -
-0.1113 0·5210 0.8772 1.0006 - - 0.2521 0·5396 0.8772 1.0006 -
-~---------. --------
Table "25b. Time of Maximum Response, ~m/T, for Triangular ~se with Impulses of Fig. 3d 
k = -0.04, ~ ; 10, tIlT == 2.0 k == -0.04, ~ = 25, tllT == 2.0 
0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 -0.25 0·5 0.25 0.05 0 -0.05 
2·74 2.60 2·58 2.58 2·55 2·30 4.85 4.86 4.85 4.84 4.81 
2.62 3.23 3.62 3.63 3.58" 3·71 5·35 5·78 5·95 5094 5·91 
2.62 3.37 4.35 4051 4.44 4041 6.42 7·02 7.34 6067 7.36 
2.62 3.47 5 .. 52 6.06 5·95 - 9066 10·30* 10·73 8·90 10.26* 
2.62 3054 8.24 6.84 - - 11.06* 11·32* 10·73* " 8.90 -
2.62 3.58 11.10* 10.22* - - 11.06* 11.32* 10·73* 9064* -
2.62 3.60 11.10* 10.22* - - 11006* 13004* 10·73* 9064* -
2.62 3.60 11.10* 10.22* 
- - 12·50*- 14.10* 10·73* 9·64* -
2.62 3062 11.10* 10.22* - - 12.50*- 14.10* 10·73* 9·64* -
---
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Table 26 Sununary of Approximate Formulas for Damage Pressure Lev_els 
Approximate Formula 
P . ~ = ~(2 _1)1/2 1-1/2~ ~ ntd ~ + 1+00 7T/td. 
Pm = ~(A)1/2 + A/2~ 
~ ntd 1+0·7T7t d 
Pm / 
_ = l (2~q / CLJ1/2 + qa ~ ~ n~d a -y 1+0.7T/t 
Pm 
'ly ~ rr~d (2I1Qal'ly)1/2 + -
P ~ = ~ 1/2 
'\ rrtd (q/'ly) + q/~ 
'Pm T' 
'l" ~ rrtd (qa/ 'ly)1/2 + 1 
Pm = ~(Al/2_B) + (A-B2)/2~ 
~ ntd 1+0.7T/ t d 
d 
p ! 2 ~ _ T (1/2 q CL_-B /21-1 
- - A -B) + -y I' ~. ntd 1+0.07T/ t d 
Resistance Function 
Bilinear, Elasto-Plastic, 
Stable, k = 0 
Bilinear, Stable, k ~ 0 
Bilinear, Unstable, k < 0 
Bilinear, Stable, k ~ 0 
Bilinear, Unstable, k < 0 
Any with q(O)=O, Stable 
Any with q(O)=O, Unstable 
Bilinear, Unstable, k < 0 
Any with q(O)=O, Vnstable 
, 
Any with q(O)>O, Stable 
Any with q(O)>O, Unstable 
Any with q(O) > 0, Unstable 
Bilinear, Stable, k ~ 0 
Bilinear, Unstable, k < 0 
Any with q(O)=O, Stable 
Any with q(O)=O, Unstable 
Bilinear,' Unstable, k < 0 
Any with q(O)=O, Unstable 
Maximum 
Deflection 
< < l=~=co 
< S aJ 1 = ~ <: 
1 ~ ~ = 1-1')' 
< < l=~=co 
< < 1 = ~ = ~')' 
'< < o :;: x = co 
< m < 
o = xm = x')' 
< < 
~')' = 1-1 = ~c 
< < 
x = x = x ]_ m c 
< <. o = x = co 
< m < 
o = x = x 
m ')' 
< < x = x = X 
'Y m c 
<. < 1=1-1=00 
< < 1 = ~ = 1-1 
< <I' 
o = x = co 
< m < 
o = x = x 
m I' 
<-<:: 
~')' ~ ~ =<l-1c 
x· = x x 
')' m c 






(Fig. 3a with 
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Table 27 Definition of Parameters for Approximate Formulas 
General Form of Approximate Formula: p == pit 1(1+O.7T/t ) 
m ill d 
pi pit for x = x p" = pit .·for x = x = x m 
m m y m y ~ y m c 
p~ _ ~ 2 / 1/2 _ ~ II 2 pit g Pm qa 2nI ~ = -1 _ (2nI)2/211 ~ - nt ( ~qa ~) q t - = - - (-) /211 d y d ~ ~ ~T . ~ ~ ~ '1 
pi p" q 2 II 2 ~ ::: ~( / )1/2 _ ~ 2!::: ~ _ (~) p r qr 2nI 
- == - - (-) ~ ntd ~ ~ ~td ~.<ly ~T <ly fly ~T~ 
Average Conditions for Unstable Resistance 
Resistance T or T' 
<1a 
qa = 21l-1+k(Il-1)2 T = 2n(M/kl )1/2 
<ly 211 1/2 = 2n(Mxy/~) 
T'= 2n(2Mxm/~) 1/2 
q k2x = T(2fl)1/2 a m 
-=1+-- T~ = 2n(2Mx/~)1/2 'ly ~ 
q =q(O)j T=Ojl1 =ao y 
1 x for q(O)=O 
'1a = x m 10 m q(X)d.x1 T = 2n(M/k1 )1/2 




> Stable for k2:::0 
Unstable for 
k 2<0 
> Stable for k2=0 
Unstable for 
k2<0 




for q(O)>O Unstable for ~ 
T' = 2n(2Mx /~)1/2 decreasing 




[1 2 J/2 11'1== . l-'K(l+B ) 
x = I/(-k M)1/2 
'1 . 2 
x ::: X from 
'1 ill 
dpll 




<ly 1+11 I 
q k 2x :..1 + 1+ __ '1 
'ly ~ 
q)' ::: ~ 
where 


















a. Single story Structure with 


















c. Single Story Structure with Lateral 
and Axial Transient Load 
d. Corresponding Single-Degree-
of-Freedom System 







e. Bilinear Resisting Force Ftmctio:o 
Xl = Xy x2 




















a. General Triangular Pulse 
c. Initial Peak Triangular Pulse 
with Initial Impulse 
e~ Simplified Blast-Type Pulse 






b. Polygonal ~ulse Representing 
Effects of Precursor 
d. General Triangular Pulse 
wi th Two Impulses 
f. Simplified Blast-Type Pulse 
vi th Short Rise Time 
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APPENDIX A. THE RESPONSE OF COMPLEX STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS TO BLAST LOADS 
Introduction 
Structures which cannot be represent'ed by a single degree of 
freedom model, suchas-multi-story- buildings, industrial type buildings 
with tal'l crane bays and one or more side aisles, and arched or 
shell roof structures, are denoted complex structural systems 0 In 
determining the response of complex structures tobl-ast loads, these 
structures can be represented by arrangements of mass'es- and springs or 
bars, but they are much more complicated to analyze t-han the single-
degree-of-freedom system. The large number of additional variable 
quantities presents a problem in variation of parameter studieso Also, 
damage criteria for these structures are more difficult to define, 
since failure of the structure as a whole is not necessarily dictated 
by failure of a single element 0 
In conducting an exploratory investigation to determine 
whlether or not an approximate procedure for estimating critical pressure 
for a given class of structures can be developed, the multi-story 
building, as represented by a shear beamJ was selected for analysis 0 
This class of structures can be considered as a generalization of the 
single story structure, as represented by a single-degree-of-freedom 
system. 
The model used to represent the multi-story building is the 
shear beam, consisting of concentrated masses connected by weightless 
springs, as shown in Fig. AI. In forming the shear beam replacement 
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structure~ the total mass of a fToor and a'portion of the mass of the 
adj oining" columns is consi~ereci to be concentrat'ed "at' the floor level. 
The springs represent the shearing resistanc'e' of the columns and frame 
to lateral deformationo The mass deflection x. of any mass m. is mea-
, 1 1 
sured from the position of resto The deflection Yi of the spring below 
mass i, is the relative displacement of the ends of the spring, or the 
difference in lateral, displac'ement of 'adjacent floors 0 If p. is the 
1.. 
applied forc'e on mass i' at a given insta.nt in time 7 and q. is the re-
1 
sisting force in spring i due to displacement Yi , the differential equa.-
tions of 'motion of the shear beam 'are: 
q. + q. + I 
1 1 
m X = p - q 
n n n n 
l~i<n 
i = n 
The shea.r beam model is most frequently used to represent 
multi-story buildings with heavy, stiff floor systems and relatively 
light, flexible columns. However,. for buildings in which the floors 
and columns are more nearly of the same stiffness, an acceptable 
shear beam model can be formed by proper modification of the spring 
stiffnesses. 
Numerical analysis of some representative shear beams has 
been carried out on the ILLIAC. The program in use detects the maximum 
displacement of each mass, the maximum deformation of each spring, and 
the respective- times at which these occur~ A history of displacement 
at regular intervals in time is also recordedo 




an assumed def'orma:tion configuration- are compared to the actual loads 
to which the "structure is subject'ed'o The accuracy' of' such a.n approximate 
procedure is governed partially by" how' close the assumed deflection 
pattern is to the actual deflection pattern the system experienceso 
Parameters 
To date, primary consideration has been given to the analysis 
of the response of three story buildings in the shear beam studyo This 
example is simple enough to keep 'computation time to'a. reasonable 
limit, yet it is complex enough to allow investigation of several 
variable quantitieso From previous work, indications are that the 
approximate procedure described hereafter is equally as applicable to 
multi-story buildings having other than three storieso 
In the following paragraphs, the parameters used in the inves-
tigation are discussed, with the basis for their selection and an 
explanation of the methods by which representative numerical values 
were choseno 
Applied Force Function 
The distribution of the lateral applied force was assumed to 
be uniform over the height of the structure 0 This force is transferred 
to the floor system through the ext'erior walls and the columns 0 Thus 
I 
at any instant in time, the lateral applied force on a mass of the 
shear beam is the part of the pressure delivered to the floors by the 
i 'surfaces which resist the blast 0 The applied force is measured in 
j 








uni:ts of f'orc e • 
The applied force-time function is an initial peak triangular 
pulse, i ~ e ~, the load rise's instant-cm8'ously to "a; 'pe'ak 'value' at' time 
zero, then decreases linearly" to"zero' 'force at some time t d , the total 
duration of the load', as shown in Figo A2. For' a given structure, the 
duration of the appl'ied load is assumed to be the same foro' all masses. 
In order to render the results of the analysis more general, td is 
expressed in terms of T1 , the period of the shear beam corresponding to 
the fundamental mode of vibration for small deflections. Values of 
td/TI of 0, 0.5, 1.0, )00, and C)C) were chosen in order to consider 
the effects of a wide range of durations. An applied force with a 
duration of zero is a.n impulse loading, whereas a force of infinite 
duration approaches a step pulse loading. 
The magnitudes of the applied forces were selected with the 
idea of producing a certain degree of deformation in a critical spring. 
This pressure level for the shear beam can be estima.ted roughly from 
the charts for the single-degree-of-freedom system, but this approach 
is in general too inaccurate for prediction of the maximum deflection 
of the shear beam. 
Resisting Forae - Displacement Function 
, i . 
The resisting force displacement function describes the 
force q. produced in spring i of the shear beam by a spring displacement 
l 
y.o In this investigation the resistance fUnction is approximated by 
l 




the elastic behavior' of the spring, while the second' represents the 
fully' plastic c'ondi tion in-·the· 'Spring. The 1i1Oi B:ng-spring' displa.cement, 
y :; is 8' pseudo elastic limit displaaement used to'represent"the y 
de£lection' at which the spring can be c'onsidered to yield 0. The slope 
of the first line is approximately the total shearing stiffness of all 
the columns represented by the spring. The slope of the second line, 
however, ,is governed by- the- stress-strain relationship of' the column 
material as well as the magnitude of'a:x:ial load acting on the columns. 
If there is little or no axial load, the second slope is usually 
positive; if there is a large axial load, the second slope can be 
nega.tive. The intermediate condition where the second slope is zero 
is commonly referred to the elasto-plastic case Q An elesto-pl'astic 
resistance function has been used in response calculations. 
The resistance functions of columns vary widely, depending 
on the type of section, material, end conditions,. and amount of axial 
load present. So that the parameters used would be representative of 
real values, the characteristics of a lttypicallf three story building 
were determined. A light manufacturing building with steel frame and 
heavy concrete floors was chosen. The shear beam isa good approxima-
tion for this type of building since the floors are much stiffer than 
the columns. 
Considering one bay of the three story bent in the strong 
direction, each of the masses for the shear beam was selected to be 
equal in magnitude to the mass of the floor system plus a portion of 








of the springs is the combination of the resistanoes of····a;ll the columns 
in ·"the story- und'er cQnsid·erat·ion. The proc-edure used to de"t-ermine the 
foro6-displacement--f'unc-tion f'or'ecrahcolumn: waS 'developed as part- of 
an experilIIental'-investigation"being 'Conduct-ed- 'a-t' the'Universi ty' of' 
Illinois under' Contract 'Noo AF33(616-)~170, "Statio and Dynamio 
Load-Defle'c·tion Tests' 'of Steel Structures 0 Jt An 'a-vBra;g'e' stress-
strain relationship for A7 steel -was assumed. Us;ing wide flange 
sections, this curve was'integrated' to obtain a moment:..:curvature 
furiotion.· Then, assuming moments at the ends of the oolumn 
produced by a latera.l shear and an axial load, 8,moment-defleotion 
curve was oomputed. The moment due to the axial load was subtraoted 
from this ourve. The resulting moment-deflection ourve was converted 
to a force-displa.oement ourve by dividing moment by oolumn heighto 
The resistanoe funotions obtained by this procedure for the oolumns 
on eaoh floor were then combined direotlyo It -was observed that the 
limi ting displao'ement y was very nearly the same for all oolumnso y 
For oonvenienoe, y was assumed to be the same value in all three y 
floors. Taking into aooount the effect of the axial load, the seoond 
slope of the resistanoe funotion was very small in comparison to the 
first slope. This implies that the assumption of an elasto-plastio 
resistanoe funotion is suffioiently aoourate to represent the true 
resistanoe of the struoture. 
For the fairly common type of building ohosen, the yield 
resistanoes Qf the floors from first to third were in the ratio 5 -





design spec'tfications. The corresponding ratio of yield resistances 
Thes'e are, however, only' two cas'esof the many which are possible 0 If 
for some rea.son the story'height changes, the number of columns on each 
floor varies, 'or one floor is loaded more hEiavily- (ma-king proportion-
ately larger columns necessary),' the ratio of spring resistances may 
vary widely from the two' ca.ses'mentioned above .. 
In selecting resistance pa.rameters for the'numerical 
analysis of the three story shear beam, the masses were kept constant 
for all the problems. The first and second masses were assumed equal, 
and the third (or roof -) mass one -hal'f as' la;rg'S'o' The relation between 
the masses and resistance of the top (or third) spring was also kept 
constant 0 By varying the resistance pattern, a wide range of buildings 
can be studied.. The resistance patterns of the structures considered 
thus far in this study are shown in Table Ala 
In choosing specific resistances, consideration was given to 
the ratio of the relative resistance to the relative shearing force 
v. produced on each floor by the lateral forceso In a given building 
l 
the spring which has the smallest value of relative resistance over 
relative shear will probably receive the most damage. When these 
values approach one another, the first floor is likely ·to receive 
the most damagea With this in mind, certain resistance patterns 
were chosen to provide examples of structures in which damage occurs 
primarily in one springo The other structures were selected to 




As previously 'II1'entioned,-the' analysis of the 'response of the 
shear beam to blast 'loa;d"S'is complexo With-the 'a;dditiono'f' mOr'e 
variable q1;Isnt±ties ,the simplicity-'ss'en in the single;...degree-of-
freedom'sys-tem'is los't'.. In 'Ord'er to' study the response of' mul ti:...story 
buildings ~ 'eight"structur'es-whi'ch' cover a wide range"" of'"'buildings" were 
chosen. '-Since' 'in'''simil-ar'stru-ctures -the' magni tud'ss' crf the masses are 
,less subject' to: change 'than 'the spr~ng stiffnesses,. the resist'anee 
patterns were varied, as shown in Table Al,while the mass pa.ttern was 
held constant. In these structures displacements (in the spring which 
receives the'most da.mage) up' ,to approximate'ly forty .. times the yield 
displac'ement ,Y y,were produced by applied loads of varying magnitude 
and duration" The response history of each structure, subjected to 
loads with durations equal to 0" Oo5~ 100, 300, and 00 times the 
fundamenta.l period of vibration of the shear,bea.m, were calculatedo 
The results of these c~lculations are shown in graphs'A4 
through Allo The eight structures A through H are arranged in order 
of the structure with the lowest fundamental period to the one with 
the highest. For each structure there are five graphs of maximum 
spring deformations y., one for ea.ch duration of load, and one 
l 
chart showing the resisting force-displacement functions for the 
structure. On the maximum deformation graphs the dashed lines are 
the response curves to the lower scale, and the solid lines are 
response curves to the upper scaleo Comparisons between the responses 








for different struotures o'an be made. In the oase of-loo"dswi th 
zero duration, the structure was given an ini tia'l" velocity-' due to an 
impulse load,. For" the purpos'e of oomparison with applied loads of 
finite duration, this impulse was ohosen equal to the area under an 
applied force time func·tionwith a finite duration -'and finite 
maximum foroe. The maximum foroes shown in graphs A4a th~ough AlIa 
for impulse loads are oomputed on-the basis of'a duration of load 
equal to' one---:tenththefundamental period of the shear beam; fora 
duration half as long, the equivalent maximum pressure would be twioe 
as great 0 
From the consideration of statio'loading, the quantity q./V. 
l l 
would indioate whioh spring will reoeive the most damage. The spring 
whioh has the lowest -value of q/V would yield first under static loads,? 
and oould behave similarly under dynamio loading. In general this is 
true, but in struoture C, where the values of q/V are the same for 
all three springs, we find that under blast loading the bottom spring 
usually reoeives the most damage, espeoially at high pressures of 
relatively short durationso Struoture A, in whioh the damage is more 
nearly equal in all three springs, has q/V factors of 1 - 1.1 - 1,,2. 
However, even this oase is not oonsistent for all durations. In the 
shorter duration region, the bottom spring gets more damage for high 
pressures, while for longer durations of load, the top spring beoomes 
more important. 
In struotures D and G the bottom spring reoeives by far 







fact·ors . Similarly, in structures E and F the center spring 
experiences the largest def·ormation but the bottom spring undergoes a 
similar deformation when the dUTat"j:on -of the load is short. 
In the remaining structures, which represent the transition 
between the cases discussed above, the principal damage seldom occurs 
in the same spring for all durations of loado 
Allied to a study of the response of multi-story buildings 
is the consideration of the collapse condition for such structures. 
It must be recognized that collapse usually occurs when a certain 
degree of damage is reached in .several of the elements of the 
building, but the failure of one spring in the shear beam is an 
indication of eminent collapse •. It is this concept which will be 
used in the approximate procedure described hereafter. 
Approximate Procedure for Critical Pressure Level 
The approximate procedure for computation of critical 
pressure levels of a shear beam consists of two parts: the selection 
of a mode of deformation of the shear beam and the estimation of the 
force required to produce the desired degree of damage in this mode. 
The accuracy of the latter part of this procedure has been thoroughly 
investigated in the single degree of freedom studies as described 
in the Final Report to 1 July 1954 on this project. Ths derivation 
of that portion of the approximate procedure for computation of the 





Assuming ·tha-t·the mas's-es and springs of the shear beam 
reach·their maximum displacements simultaneously, the energy' absorbed 
-by···the SYSt-eID in deformation from the position of zero deflection to 
maximum deflection is: 
(AI) 
where q. is the resisting force in spring i due to the deformation 
1 
y. of the spring. 
1 
The initial kinetic energy imparted to the system by a~plied 
impulses is: 
n .n 
Ek =~ 1/2m. *~ = .~ 1/2I~ /m. 1 l 1 1 
1= 
.22 
= Pi td 
-8-
n 
~r~/m. 1 1 l= (A2 ) 
where m. is the magnitude of mass i, x. is the initial velocity of 
1 1 
mass i due to an impulse I~, r. is the ratio of the load applied to 
l 1 
mass i to the load applied to mass 1, PI is the load applied to mass 
1, and 
I. = x.m. = 1/2Pl r.td 111 1 
Equating the initial kinetic energy Ek to the absorbed 





















Equation A.4 defines the cri tica.l pressure PI required to produce 
maximum deflections y., in the springs as a result of impulsive 
l max. 
type loads. 
For loads which last indefinitely, the work done to the 
shear beam system by a.pplied loads is~ 
n 
W = L P1r i Xi, max. 
l=l 
The work done must be equal to the enargy stored in the system. 
Equating these quantities we obtain the following expression: 
l y· n l,max. ,,2: qi ( Y i )dy i PI = i=l 0 = n--------------------








r.x. l l,max. 
Equation A6 defines the critical pressure P, required to produce 
..I.. 
maximum deflections y. in the springs as a result of blast l,max. 
loads which are infinite in duration. 
(A5) 
(A6) 
For loads of intermediate duration, the critical pressure 







empirical 'c'ombinationof the critical load 'for impulsive loads and the 
cri tica.l lQtad for loads' of infinite dura.tion was suggested: 
, i 
PI = PI + PI ( A 7 ) 
1+0.7,T/td 
where T is a pseudo period of the structure. For the purposes of 
the study under consideration, T is assumed equal to Tl , the 
fundamental period of vibration of the shear beam.; It is felt that 
a more realistic value of period, such as the period associated with 
the assumed pattern of deflection~ would produce more consistent 
results. This matter will be investigated more thoroughly, in the 
future 0 
The selection of mode of deformation of the shear beam is 
required for the approximate procedure. There are'many possible 
modes of deformation which are reasonable assumptions,!l such as.!' 
the static deflection pattern, the pattern produced by combining 
the static displacement with some displacement due to plastic 
behavior in one or all of the springs,!l and the configuration 
determined by the maximum spring displacementso The last mode of 
deformation has been used to check the value obtained by the 
approximate method described above in equation A4, A6, and A7 
against the value of PI used in the computation of the response 
on the ILLIAC. The maximum error detected was of the order of 




However, sine-e this defle'ction shape cannot be predicted, 
8,' simpler -pattern 'was s'elected ,to "provide an upper bound on the- error 
which can be expected in the majority of problems. This-pattern is 
fermed-' by"assuming 't'hat'''one of -the springs absorbs all the energy 
given to" the ' syst-em"bythe' applied' loads.. This' means that only- one 
spring experienc'es' S;' de'formation whilet-he' ot'hers' re'main undeformedo 
This'mode of deformation will' be referred ,to as the rigid-plastic 
pattern; as shown in Figs'o A12a, A12b J and A12c. 
This rigid-plastic'pattern wa:s .... used as the assumed mode of 
deformation for the eight struc'turesin -Table Al ,.and~-ana;pproximate" 
value of the 'applied load was computed from ,equations A:4, A6 and A 70 
For each structure the procedure used was as follows:' the deflection 
to produce a certain" degree of damage in one of the springs of the 
shear beam was assumed. A deflection from ten to fifteen times the 
yield deflection y is considered to be Y.fmediumlf damage, while a y 
deflecti'on above thirty times the yield deflection is considered to 
be "heavy" da.mage. The deflection chosen (to produce medium damage 
and heavy damage in each structure) was then used to form three 
rigid-plastic deformation patterns J one for each spring. For each 
of these three deflection configurations, the load necessary to 
produce the assumed damage was calculated by the approximate methodo 
The largest value of load obtained was then compared to the applied 
load used in the corresponding ILLIAC solutiono The loads found by 











consist'ently lower than the load used in the compu-ta-tion performed on 
-the ILLIAC. In the wors-t- 'case ·the -a;-pproximate "load, if increased by 
about one....;third, would give the actual load used. 
Future Studies 
In the studies described above, an upper bond has been 
established on the error involved in approximating- the pressure level 
using equation A7. The lower bound on the error has also been 
established by the use of a configuration based on the maximum spring 
displacements found by' the ILLIAC solution. There remains to develop 
a more accurate procedure by establishing rules to determine which 
spring receives the most damage and how much damage the other 
springs receive. 
In the study of the shear beam, there are several phases of 
investigation to be extendedo Multi-story buildings other than the 
three story example used thus far will be studied; the effect of 
changes in load distribution over the height of the structure will 
be investigated and the effect of changes in mass distribution will 
be considered .. 
Work to be done with regard to structures other than multi-
story buildings includes an investigation of single story structures 
with large crane bays and low side aisleso These structures can be 
represented as systems with two or three degrees of freedom and 
complex coupling of the masses~ This study, in turn, will lead to 





The 'results of "this'prelilIlinary"i:nv6stigat±on demonstrate 
that-- it is- 'possibl'e' to -develop'-rapid"approxi1Ilff"te procedures for the 
estimation of critic's.:l loads for certain complex structures wit-hin 
the allowa:bl'e region of 'sccurac'Y--'f-or-target-' analysis purposes 0 That 
the refinement of the approximate procedure described herein will 
lead to more accurate prediction of'critical loads is indicated by 
the smaller errors incurred 'in the use-of the "exact" deformation 
pattern. The extension of this procedure to structures other than 







Nomencla-ture for Shear Beam 
m. = mass i. 1. 
X. = deflection of mass io 1. 
. 
veloci ty of mass i. x. = 1. 
X. =a.cceleration· of mass io 
l 
y .. = deflection of spring i. 
l 
Yy = limiting displacement of springso 
105 
q. - resisting force in spring i· due· to spring deflection y .• 
l l 
qiy = yield resistance of spring i. 
p. = applied force on'mass·io 
l 
r. = the ratio of the load applied to mass i to the load 
1. 
applied to mass one .. I" = 10 1 
I. = the impulse imparted to mass i .. 
l 
td = duration of applied force .. 
Tl = fundamental period of vibration of the shear beam. 
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TABLE Al PARAMETERS FOR SHEAR BEAM STRUCTURES ANALYZED 
Mass or Mass Value, Applied Load, Relative Shear Limiting Disp. 
Spring m. p. in Story, V. of Spring, y. 
l l l lY 
Units - kip sec~/in. PI (force) force inches 
r 1 0.88 1 5 1 2 0.88 1 3 1 3 0.44 0·5 1 1 
Structure ABC D E F G H Units 
Fundamental Period 0.891 0.908 0.934 I 0.952 0.955 0.981 0.994 1.02 sec. 
of Shear Beam, Tl 
Yield Resistance 
Spring 1 264 264 220 198 220 220 1 76 176 kips I Spring 2 14502 132 132 132 118.8 105.6 118.8 105.6 kips 
I Spring 3 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 kips 
I---~---------+---~-+----il-----+-----t----I----l-----I-----l----
; Relative Resistance 
I ! Spring 1 6 6 5 4.5 5 5 -4 4 force 
; r. Spring 2 3.3 3 3 3 2.7 2.4 2.7 2.4 force 
I Spring 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 force 
- ... ~--------,-... 
Relative Resistance 
Relative Shear 
Spring 1 1.2 I j.2 1 0.9 1 1 0.8 0.8 -
Spring 2 1.1 1 1 1 009 0.8 009 0.8 -























•. ~--- .•• --.. ,.~.--................... ", .. L ........... .J., ....... j~ - .~ .. ..,.. ...... - ........ ' ................ ~I .. li,* wtt.-.,··. 
m ... Pn(t) = rnP1(t) n 
qn 
... Pn_l(t) = rn_lPI(t) 
m2 ~ P2(t) = r 2PI(t) 
... PI (t) 
Fig. AI Shear Beam Representation 





Fig. A2 Applied Force Function 
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